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Jai Jinendra
As Editor, I am most delighted to say this is our very 
special edi  on which features details of the visit of 
HRH Prince Charles on 22nd January 2015. 

This historic visit by our future King to our Jain 
Derasar & Oshwal Centre marks a very special 
occasion for OAUK and IOJ.

Most of you have already seen the many pictures 
and reports in the newspapers, websites and on 
Facebook.

I hope you enjoy this magazine.

Sudhir Meghji Shah
Trustee and Editor of Oshwal News
sudhirmeghjishah@gmail.com
07785 710914 

Disclaimer Notice:
The Editor nor Oshwal Association of the U.K. is not in anyway responsible for the goods 
and services rendered by its Advertisers. The Oshwal Association of the U.K. accepts all 
advertisements in good faith and it is entirely up to readers to verify Advertisers products 
and services should they feel the need to do so.

OSHWAL NEWS is the magazine of the OSHWAL ASSOCIATION OF THE U.K.

© Oshwal Association of the U.K.  
Reg. Offi ce: Coopers Lane Road, Northaw, Herts. EN6 4DG Registered in accordance 
with the Charities Act 1960 
Charity Reg. No. 267037

Printer’s Note: Paper used is from well-managed/sustainably 
managed forests.

For future publication of Oshwal News, please 
submit your material in Word format and pictures 
in JPEG or BMP format. Gujarati articles should be 
submitted in Word and PDF format using Shruti font 
in Microsoft Word.

Submit your publication material by emailing: Sudhir 

Meghji Shah at sudhirmeghjishah@gmail.com
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General Information General Information

We would always encourage all Oshwals and Oshwal Members to always fi rst consider hiring our venues at Oshwal 
Centre (Northaw), Oshwal Mahajanwadi (Croydon), Oshwal Ekta Centre (Kingsbury), Oshwal 
Shakti Centre (Hounslow). By hiring these Oshwal venues you will be supporting your community. All funds raised are 
for the benefi t of the Oshwal Association of the UK

Please phone or email the administrators at any of the offi ces with regard to availability and charges.

Weddings, Birthday and Anniversary Parties, 
Meetings, Sadadi, etc, 

 

 

 

 
 
 

OSHWAL CENTRE
(Northaw)

Coopers Lane Road
Northaw

Hertfordshire EN6 4DG
 

Tel: 01707 643838
Info line 01707 661066

Email: admin@oshwal.org
Website: www.oshwal.co.uk

OSHWAL MAHAJANWADI 
(Croydon)

1 Campbell Road
Croydon, 

Surrey, CR0 2SQ

Tel: 0208 6830258

OSHWAL EKTA CENTRE 
(Kingsbury)

366A Stag Lane 
Kingsbury
NW9 9AA

Tel: 020 8206 1141
Email: ekta@oauk-nw.org

OSHWAL SHAKTI CENTRE 
(Hounslow)

Inwood Road 
Hounslow 

Middlesex, TW3 1UX 

Tel: 020 3441 1020
Email: 

shakticentre@oshwal.org

Marriage Registration
Oshwal Centre & Oshwal Mahajanwadi are registered buildings for the solemnisation of marriage. Registration 

of a marriage at both venues will be part of a religious ceremony i.e. it will take place during and within the 
Jain / Hindu religious marriage ceremony. Oshwal Ekta Centre is registered for civil marriages thus 

religious ceremony is not needed. For further information please phone the administrators.

Sadadi Messages
If you would like to fi nd out when and where any Sadadi are 
being held in respect of any deceased Oshwal, please call the 
information line on 01707 661 066 for further details.

All sadadi messages received will be placed on the website at 
www.oshwal.co.uk and also on the message line up to 4 days in 
advance only of the sadadi date. We request that all messages 
are kept very short & to the point. The reason is to avoid the 
engaged tone on the telephone line. Our admin staff will try to 
accommodate as much as they can but they will have a limitation 
on the length of the message. We wish to respect everyone 
wishes at such sad times for the family and request everyone for 
their kind cooperation in advance.

Obituary / Shraddhanjali Messages
The rate for inserting an Obituary I Shraddhanjali 
message in Oshwal News is £150.00 per page per 
issue.

Please ensure that wherever possible a passport sized 
photograph (preferably in black and white) is enclosed 
with the message which also should be written out very 
clearly and neatly. Please enclose your cheque and SAE 
for the return of any photos. Please note that it will not 
be possible to entertain any requests for proofs of these 
messages prior to printing.
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A Happy New Year to you all.

2015 has started with great excitement.  We were 

honoured to have His Royal Highness The Prince of 
Wales visit Oshwal Centre on 22nd January 2015.  
I think this is a true highpoint for our community.  The 

visit had been in discussion for over 2 years and 

when the date was fi nally agreed, we were asked to 

not disclose any information until two weeks prior to 

the visit.    This visit was arranged in conjunction with 

The Institute of Jainology under the banner of ‘One 

Jain’. Numbers were strictly limited at the request of 

the offi ce of HRH The Prince of Wales.  Regrettably 

we could not invite everyone to attend, however a 

live feed was arranged on Oshwal.tv which many 

members did view.

Photographs and some highlights are featured in 

this issue of Oshwal News.  

This year we celebrate the 10th anniversary of our 
Derasar.  We have planned a 4 day event at Oshwal 

Centre starting Thursday 27th August 2015.  
Please note the dates in your diary.  Full details will 

be published in the next issue of Oshwal News. 

To many, today religion plays a less important 

role in their day to day lives.  However, I think as 

Jains, it is time to rethink what it is that Jainism is 

all about.  Placing aside rituals, it is a philosophy of 

life.  Interestingly despite being over 2600 years old, 

a philosophy that is more relevant today than ever 

before.   Leaders across the World talk about raising 

awareness of all that is around us.  Valuing resources, 

reducing waste, being aware of our carbon footprint, 

respecting life, non-violence and there is a strong 

movement towards a vegetarian based diet.  All of 

this and more are the central tenets of Jainism. HRH 

The Prince of Wales touched on these in his speech. 

Perhaps we need to remind ourselves of the values 

that we are born into and take pride in being known 

as Jains.

OAUK is 47 years old.  We have reached some 

major milestones over the last few years and the 

community spirit is strong.  There is a lot that is 

good in what we do and we should celebrate our 

collective achievements.  We do however need to 

give more thought to the future.  We need to instil 

the values of community, knowing one another, 

supporting one another and through that strength, 

building a community that will be relevant to the 

upcoming generations.  Change will see us evolve 

and we cannot fear change. We have to shape our 

community to meet the changes and accept that 

not all things can remain the same.  This is a huge 

discussion point and I am sure that many of you 

will have lots of views and opinions.  The fi rst step 

to making changes happen is your involvement.  

Please participate, share your views and attend 

Oshwal events with your family.

President’s Message
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President’s Message

On Sunday 5th April, the last day of Ayembil, 
we are planning the formal opening and dedication 

of taktis for the newly refurbished assembly halls. 

Programme details are being fi nalised and we will 

be writing to all donors with further details.  Please 

mark the date in your diary.

AGM’s are happening in all the Areas and are listed 

in this issue of Oshwal News.  The central AGM 
in on Sunday 26th April 2015.  We look forward 

to seeing many of you locally and centrally in the 

coming weeks.

Sadly, the winter months see an unusually higher 

number of deaths in our community.  This year is no 

exception.  These are sad moments for the family 

and wider social connections.  On 2nd January, 

Oshwals lost a true elder of our community, Late 

Meghji Tejshi Shah who passed away at the grand 

age of 104.  Quite a remarkable life.

Happily, we have a few members who are celebrating 

their centenary. Jasodaben Raichand Hansraj 

Haria, celebrated 100 years in September, Rupaben 

Lakhamshi Galaya celebrated 100 years in January 

and Dahiben Jivraj Karamshi Khimasia celebrates 

100 years in February.  Our congratulations and best 

wishes to them.

If there are other members who are celebrating 100 

years+ we would like to know about them.  Please 

contact us with details.

Finally, we wish you all the very best for the New 

Year and look forward to the upcoming events and 

your support as one community.

Jai Oshwal 

Raaxeet Harakhchand Shah
Hon President
Oshwal Association of the UK   
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Speech by HRH The Prince of Wales

Ladies and gentlemen, I am 

most grateful and deeply 

touched by your generous 

gesture in giving me this 

award. Ahimsa is clearly a 

sacred principle which we 

should all follow as a matter 

of course, but if I have earned 

it at all, I can only imagine it 

is because I have always felt compelled to do all I 

can to curb the violence we do to the one and only 

precious Earth that sustains us all.

 

I am enormously fl attered that you have invited 

me here to open your newly refurbished Assembly 

Halls and to tour your magnifi cent temple. It was 

particularly fascinating to learn the meaning behind 

the many carved patterns and the structure of the 

Derasar even down to why it is aligned on its North 

Easterly axis. It is as if every inch of the building 

refl ects the meaning of those universal principles 

which underpin all of the world’s great sacred 

traditions. It is worth remembering, perhaps, that 

before the advent of the modern era, every culture 

around the world - and for thousands, if not tens of 

thousands of years - found that the same patterns 

and geometric relationships express the same 

principles that are universally considered sacred to 

life – which is a warning to us, surely, not to ignore 

them…

 

I was particularly struck by the fact that each carved 

stone or section of the building arrived here from 

Central India like bits of a giant jig saw, and they 

fi tted together so precisely and perfectly that the 

pieces themselves hold up the entire structure. 

Not only is this a wonderful example of the sort 

of enduring excellence in engineering found in 

traditional architecture and traditional craftsmanship, 

but it is, of course, also profoundly symbolic of the 

truth about the very nature of the world in which we 

live. Every aspect of your remarkable temple serves 

to emphasize the fact that we live in an intricately 

interconnected and inter-dependent, living universe, 

where no one thing exists separately from all the 

rest. Being Jains, of course, you know this, but I 

am afraid it is a fact all too often ignored or even 

rejected by the current mainstream approach, with 

all the terrifying environmental consequences that 

such denial is visiting upon us. How important, then, 

that in this corner of the English countryside you 

have created such a very special beacon of truth…

 

And because of the extraordinary inclusiveness 

of Jains, this is a place accessible to all; from 

visiting school groups to faith representatives of 

various creeds, all are welcomed and received so 

graciously. So, at a particularly heightened time of 

anxiety for us all, when horrifi c violence is being 

infl icted upon so many innocent people around the 

world supposedly in the name of a particular faith, 

it is of even greater importance to recognize your 

ancient, but constant message, of reverence and 

to appeal for greater understanding and tolerance 

between those of different faiths. We all have a duty 

to work for greater harmony between the religions 

of the world, especially when, as now, tolerance is 

being so severely tested. In this sense I was struck 

by the images in your temple that demonstrate so 

clearly how Nature, herself, depends upon diversity.

 

So, to have a diversity of faith traditions requires that 

very diversity to be informed by the imperatives of 

civility and of courtesy because, ultimately, as your 

own practice shows, each tradition is an expression 

of the same Divine truth. If I may say so, this is 

Jainism’s great contribution. You demonstrate 

clearly that, rather than reject, we must embrace the 

“otherness” of the other. After all, in truth, there is 

no exclusion given that everything is bound by the 

benevolence of the Divine.

 

So thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for welcoming 

me here today and for showing me such civility and 

courtesy.

HRH The Prince of Wales
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President’s Acknowledgment

Your Royal Highness, on behalf of our community, I 

thank you, for your very thoughtful and inspirational 

words. 

You express a clear understanding of the 

signifi cance of the Derasar, and your comments on 

its architectural symbolism and beauty are insightful.

This, together with the marvel of the ancient 

engineering and construction skills are the elements 

that make the building so unique.

You speak of tolerance and accepting of other points 

of view, embracing nonviolence and seeking greater 

harmony. All of these resonate so closely with the 

Jain philosophy. 

Whilst we can all aspire to do more, and change the 

way we relate with life and all that is around us, your 

words echo the very thoughts and sentiments of the 

Jain faith.

Sir, your visit to Oshwal Centre & the Jain Derasar 

comes at an opportune time, as not only have we 

refurbished these halls, this year we also celebrate 

10 years since the construction of the Derasar.

We thank you for gracing us with your presence and 

we look forward to welcoming you to our Derasar 

again, soon.

To mark your visit to Oshwal Centre, may I ask you 

to unveil a plaque in commemoration.

HRH Th e Prince of Wales receives the AHIMSA award from Mr Nemu Chandaria, the Chairman of IoJ.

For further information on 
HRH The Prince of Wales, his charities 
and the Institute of Jainology please 

visit the following websites:
http://www.princeofwales.gov.uk/
http://www.princes-trust.org.uk/
http://www.britishasiantrust.org/

http://www.jainology.org/
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HRH The Prince of Wales visit
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HRH The Prince of Wales visit

HRH Th e Prince of Wales with Th e Lord Lieutenant of Hertfordshire – Th e Countess of Verulam, Offi  ce Bearers 
and their spouses.

Above: IOJ Right: Civic dignitaries
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HRH The Prince of Wales visit

HRH Th e Prince of Wales with Ahimsa award 

Ritula with the Mayor Les Page 
and Mrs Bette Philpot

OAUK Offi  ce Bearers, Civic Dignitaries and IOJ Committee members
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HRH The Prince of Wales visit



Example picture reference: HRH-0224

The Media and Communication 
teams are looking for new 
members to join into the 
teams in all areas.
Please contact Sudhirbhai and Prabhaben via the 
email addresses on the Contents page (pp01)

HRH Prince Charles

HRH Th e Prince of Wales visit to Oshwal Centre 22nd January 2015
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HRH PRINCE OF WALES VISIT TO THE JAIN DERASAR 
On this historic day 22nd January 2015, many photos were taken by our Professional 
Photographer Jagdeepbhai.  

Please view all the photos on our website. Each photo has a unique reference number. If 
you would like to order a high quality print of the photos, then details on how to do this 
are available on the website. All the funds collected by Fotoview will be donated to OAUK – 
thanking you in advance. 

HRH The Prince of Wales visit



Please read the following article on some of the Jain festivals. 
 
સકંલન: શુીલાબેન લ મણભાઈ   (January 2015) 
 

ના ૂ  

 

 
 

ધમ ેમી ભાઈઓ તથા બહનો,  
 

આપ સવને ણામ. 

 

ન ધમમા ંિવિવધ કારની ૂ ની કુો .ુ ુ ુ ભગવતંોની લખેલી હોય છે. મ ક પચંક યાણી ૂ , 

તરાય કમની ૂ , આ ુ ય કમની ૂ , નવપદની ૂ , ચોસઠ કાર  ૂ  વગેર વગેર. દરક ૂ  
ભણાવીએ યાર થમ ના  ૂ  ભણાવવાની હોય છે અને હા, એકલી ના  ૂ  કાયમ પણ ભણાવી 
શકાય. મા  ના  ૂ મા ંઢાળો અને શ દોમા ંઘ ુ ંરહ ય છે. એમા ં ા કળવી અને તેનો થોડો અ યાસ 
કર  મય બનીએ તો આનદં આવે. આ  ના  ૂ  િવષે થો ુ  ંવાચંીએ અને ણીએ. 

 

પ. .ુ આચાય ી વા સ ય દ પ રુ ર એ લ ુ ંછે ક ન ધમના ત વ ુ ંરહ ય ણવા અનેક 
મહા ુ ુષોની રચેલી ુ ઓનો વા યાય કર એ છ એ યાર આ માના વ પનો યાલ આવે છે, આ આ માના 
ક યાણ માટ ભગીરથ ુ ુષાથ માટનો આધાર ધમના રહ યમાથંી ા ત થાય છે. વજનો, માનવી ચં  પર, 
મગંળ પર પહો યો છે, તે અવકાશયાનમા ંબેસીને ૃ વીની આસપાસ મ હનાઓ ધુી મુી શક છે. પરં  ુ  
તેની તદન ન ક છે તે આ માની તેને ઓળખાણ નથી. આ માનો અ ભુવ થાય તો તે માનવ તની સૌથી 
મોટ  ત છે. આ મા અને આપણી  વ ચે અનેક કારની સમ યાઓ આપણે ઉભી કર  છે. વનને ે ઠ 
બનાવવા માટ આ માનો પ રચય કરવો જોઈએ પણ આપણે તે માટ રુષાથ જ ા ંકર એ છ એ? યેક 
યાઓ મહાન છે  ધમ યા કરો તેને ણૂ વફાદાર થી વળગી રહો. સામાિયક એટલા માટ કર એ છ એ ક 

સમતાના સદ ણુ ની ા ત  થાય, િત મણ એટલા માટ કર એ છ એક અ ભુ કમ થી ટાય, ન ૂ  
એટલા માટ કર એ ક  ુ વા બનવાની ભાવના ગે, નવકારવાળ  એટલા માટ ગણીએ ક પચં પરમે ઠ ને 
વદંન થાય, તમે  કરતા હો તે કરતા રહો, તેના મમ ધુી પહ ચો. 
 

યોગી આનદંદાન  ન મં દરમા ંબેઠા હતા. ુ ની ુદંર ગી રચાઈ હતી, યોગી આનદંદાન ની પાસે 
બેઠલા એક િુનને થ  ુક ભ ય ગરચના િવષે ુ ંયોગી ને કઈક ક ુ,ં એટલે તેમણે આનદંદાન ને ક ુ,ં 
" ુ ની ગી બુ સરસ બની છે ન હ?" યોગી એ ક ુ,ં "ભાઈ તમે ારના ુ ની ગી જોયા કરો 
છો? ુ ંતો ુ ને િનહા ં !ં" ધમનો મમ પકડ ા િવના ચાલનારાઓ સાચી આરાધના કરતા નથી. 
 

ી વીરિવજય  મહારાજ ૃત ના  ૂ ની આપણે વાતો કર  ર ા છ એ, દવલોકના દવો ભગવાનનો 
જ મા ભષેક કરવા માટ મે ુ િશખર પહો યા છે. ભ તમય, ઉ લાસમય વાતાવરણ છે, દવો અને દવીઓ ગીત 
ગાય છે, ૃ ય કર છે, વા જ ો વગાડ છે. ચારકોર હષ છવાયો છે. સૌધમ દવલોકના ઇ  મહારા ની 
આપણે વાતો કર  ર ા હતા, ભ તનો કવો રુ ગટ થયો હશે તેની ક પના કરો. િવ નો એક સમથ 
સ ાધીશ ષૃભ(બળદ) ુ ં પ લઇ ને  ુસ ખુ ૃ ય કર છે. ભગવાનની ૃપા મેળવવા માટ તે ભ ત વૂક 

~ Religious Report ~
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Religious Report



તડપે છે. ભગવાનની ૃપા મળે તો સસંાર સાગર તર  જવાય, આવી ાથના, સાચી ાથના દયમાથંી ગટ 
થવી જોઈએ, ાથના જયાર ચે ચઢ યાર આશીવાદ નીચે ઉતર. ાથનાનો અદ તુ ભાવ છે, થાકલા 
મનને અને હારલા વનને ાથનામાથંી અચ ય શ ત મળે છે. ી નવકાર મં  ુ ંછે? મહાન ાથના ુ  
છે. દયમાથંી સાચી ભાવના સહ ત ી નવકાર મં ુ ં મરણ કરો તો એક દ  તમને પણ પચં પરમે ઠ મા ં
થાન મળશે!  

 

સૌધમ દવલોકના ઇ  મહારા   ુસ ખુ ૃ ય કર છે, ુ પો વેર છે, કસર ઢોળે છે, ચદંન છાટં છે. બી  
દવો પાસેથી એક ણમા ં નેુ લઇ લે છે ક નુો લાભ તો પોતાને જ મળવો જોઈએ. નુી આરતી અને 
મગંળ દ વો દવો કર છે, અને દવો જયનાદ પોકાર છે, પાછા વળ ને નેુ તેમની માતા પાસે કુ છે અને કહ 
છે ક તમારા ુ  અમારા વામી છે, અમ વા સેવકનો આધાર છે. નુા રાજ મહલ પર બ ીસ ોડ સોનૈયા, 
મણી માણેકની ૃ ટ કર છે.  
 

ુ ંકમા,ં આપણે બધાએ જયાર મોકો મળે યાર ના  ૂ  આવા ભાવો લાસ સાથે કરવાની છે, કોઈ પણ કાય 
ભાવ િવના દ પે ન હ.  
 

આયબંીલની ઓળ  

સહષ જણાવવા ુ ંક, 

ચૈ  મ હના ની આયબંીલની ઓળ  તા-27-3-2015 ને ુ વાર શ ુ થશે, અને તા-5-4 ને રિવવાર ણુા ુતી 
થશે. આ વખતની આયબંીલના એક એક દવસના દાતા છે અને આ ર તે દસ નામ આવી ગયા છે. ખાસ 
જણાવવા ુ ંક આયબંીલ દર યાન વડોદરાના ભાઈ ી હતેશભાઈ િવધીકાર પધારશે તો આપ સવ ુ ાવક 
અને ાિવકાઓને ન  અરજ છે ક જ ર બહોળ  સં યામા ંપધાર  લાભ લેશો. આયબંીલ દર યાન બે જૂન 
પણ રાખવામા ંઆવશે તેમ જ  ુમહાવીર વામી ુ ંજ મ ક યાણક પણ ઉજવ ુ.ં એ જ દવસે િવહારમાન 
વીસ ન ુ ં કવળ ાન ક યાણક પણ આવે છે. કાયકરો કાય કર  યોજના ગોઠવે પણ આ કાય મને કમ 
દપાવવો તે તો આપ સવના હાથમા ંછે. તો જ ર આપ સવની હાજર  બહોળ  સં યામા ંહશે એવી આશા રા ુ ં
.ં  

 

લી. શુીલાબેન લ મણભાઈ શાહના ણામ  

 

તા.ક. ફાગણ દુ તેરસને મગંળવાર માચની ી  તાર ખે છ ગાઉની યા ાનો તહવાર આવે છે. પાલીતાણા 
આ દવસે દોઢ લાખ યા ા  ભેગા થશે અને હષ લાસથી છ ગાઉની યા ા રૂ  કર  ઘટ  પગ બા ુ 
દાતાઓએ સો એક પાલ (માક  ) બાં યા હશે અને ભાિવકો બધાને ેમથી જમાડશે, ઠંડા પીણા ંપીવડાવશે, પગ 
ધોઈને પીશે અને ભાવના આપશે! વાહ ભાઈ વાહ, કવો શોભે છે મારા દાદાનો દરબાર- આ કાય મ આપણે 
ઓશવાળ સે ટર ઉજવ ુ ંતો જ ર બધા પધારજો, પરં  ુઆવવાના હો તે જ ર જણાવશો તો રસોઈ કરવાની 
િુવધા રહ. આભાર. 

 

શુીલાબેન.   

Tel: 020 8907 1570 
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હમેંશા ે ઠ િવચાર ુ ં
  
બૂ રુતી હમેંશા જોનાર ના મનમા ંઅને નજરમા ં  હોય છે ન હતર લુ કાઢનાર ને તો તાજમહલમા ં

પણ લુ દખાય છે. 
 
કોઈને મદદ કરવા  યાર હાથ લબંાવો યાર ઍના  ચહેરા સામે ના જોવ.... કમક  મજ રૂ માણસ ની 
ખમા ંઉગલેી શરમ આપણા દલમા ંઅભીમાન ુ ંબીજ વાવે છે. 

 
લૂ આ વન ુ ંપા ુ ંછે,  પણ સબંધં આ આ ુ ં ુ તક છે. જ ર પડ  ે લૂ ુ ંપા ુ ંફાળ  નાખજો, પણ 

એક પાના ંમાટ ારય આ  ુ ુ તક ના ખોય બસેતા. 
  
દો તી ની કમત ારય પૈસાથી ના આપતા , િવ ાસ આપી દગો ના આપતા. વ જોયતો હોય તો 
મોઢ માગંી લજેો , પણ અ તૃ કહ  ર ના આપતા. 
  
જદગી વવાની બે ર ત છે કા ંતો કોઇ એક ણૂે રડ  લે ુ ંઅથવા તો િવ ના તમામ ણૂ ેલડ  લે ુ.ં 
  
િમ તા વન મા ંસારા ય ત સાથે થાય તો વન તકલીફ માથંી સાર  દશા મા ંઆવી ય છે પણ 
જો ખરાબ ય ત સાથે જો િમ તા થાય તો સાર  જ દગી પણ નક મા ંબદલાય ય છે. 
  
આ ુ િનયા ની દર વન ની કવી કસોટ  રહલી છે? બૂેલા ને તાર છે ને તારનાર ને ુબાડ છે. 
  
વન પી કોરા કાગળ પર ફ ત એક શ દ એવો લખો ક બી ને આપણા વનમાથંી સાચા માગ 

જવાની ેરણા મળે. મ ક ગાધંી ના વનમાથંી અ હસાની ેરણા મળે છે. 
  
એક બીજ ધાર તો આખી ુ િનયાને હ રયાળ  બનાવી શક છે, તેવી જ ર તે એક ય ત ધાર તો આ ુ ં
જગ તી શક છે. 
  
ુ :ખ એ અ ભુવ ુ ંિવ ાલય છે. ખુ નથી આવ  ુ ુ :ખ વગર , ેમ નથી મળતો નફરત વગર.માટ 
ભરોસો રાખજો ઇ ર ઉપર, કમ ક ઇ ર સાગર નથી બનાયો કનારા વગર. 
  
વન મા જયાર પણ ચુ પડ તો તેને ઉકલજો કયારય તેને તોડશો ન હ, કારણ ક ટુલી ચુ સધાઈ 

જશે ,પણ વ ચે ગાઠ તો રહ  જ જશે . 
 
પડ  ય ઘર બ યા પહલા ંતો ચણતરની ખામી છે, બટેા બાપ સામા થાય તો ભણતરની ખામી છે, 

રામ- વણની મા ભૃ ત છે િૂમના કણકણમા ંએ િૂમમા ંઆ  ુથાય તો ન  ઘડતરની ખામી છે. 
  
વન ને ધબ  ુરાખવા ાસ જ ુર  છે, સબંધં ને ધબ  ુરાખવા િવ ાસ જ ુર  છે. 
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લોલ કોક એમ કહહહ છેછછ કકક મીમમ ો િવિિ ના વન અ ુ ુ છેછછ પણ ુ ક ૂ કકક શ ુ વગર વન વવા મા મ
નથીથથ .િમિિ ો બનાવતા આ ુ વન િવિિ તીતત ય છેછછ જયારરર શ ુ 1 ણ મા 10 બની ય છે.

તમેમમ કહહહશોશ એ િવિિ શેશશ લોલ કોક કદાચ શકંા કરરર,પણ તમે  કર  બતાવશો એ તેઓ માનશે.

કોક ઈ એક ચા આસન પર બેબબસવાથીથથ કંઈ ગૌગ રવ વધ ું નથીથથ । ગૌગ રવ ણુોણ નેનન કારણેણણ આવેવવ છેછછ, કાગડો
રાજમહહહલના િશિિ ખર પર બેબબઠોઠ હોહ ય તોત તેતતથીથથ તેતત ગ ુડ કહહહવાય નહહહ .

પરાજય ું છેછછ ? એ એક કાર ું િશિિ ણ છેછછ. કાઈં પણ વધારરર સારરર વ ,ુ સારરર થિતિિ તરફ જવા ું તેતત
પહહહ ું પગિથિિ ુ ં છેછછ.

”અર સો”મારો સૌથી ે ઠ િમ છે, કારણ કકક… ુ ં યારરર ર ુ ં ં યારરર તેતત હસતોત નથીથથ .

િનિિ ણણણય લેલલવાનીનન શ ત અ ભુવમાથંીથથ આવેવવ છેછછ,પરં ુ સાચા અ ભુવ ખોટા િનણયમાથંી આવે છે.

કોક ઈનીનન સલાહ માણેણણ ચાલવામાં ટ ું જોજ ખમ છેછછ એટ ું જ જોજ ખમ સલાહ આપવામાં છેછછ.

જદગીમા ંકોઈને ેમ ના ંકરતા, અને થઇ ય તો ઇનકાર ના ંકરતા, િનભાવી શકો તોજ ચાલજો તેના
ર તા ઉપર, નહ તર કોઈની જ દગી બરબાદ ના ંકરતા.

If you are not a member, NOW its  me to become a member

Membership forms are available on the website at the following address:

h  p://oshwal.co.uk/sites/default/fi les/OAUK%20Membership%20Form_0.pdf 

Please check your address and other details are correct for inclusion in the 
new directory at the following address:

h  p://oshwal.co.uk/ar  cles/oshwal-directory Rexbhai is presenting 
an Honorary Life 
Membership Card to 
Keshubhai Nathoo 
Shah (Columbo)

Religious Report
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGS - SUMMARY OF ALL DATES
Date & Time Area Venue Address Main Contacts Phone number

Sunday 15th 
March 2015
10am

North West Oshwal Ekta Centre, 
366 Stag Lane, 
Kingsbury, NW9 9AA 
020 8206 1141

Chetan M Shah 07949 459 090

Sunday 21st 
March 2015
7:30pm

North East Oshwal Centre, 
Po  ers Bar, 
Coopers Lane Road, 
Northaw, EN6 4DG 
01707 643838

Hansa R Shah 020 8368 7527

Sunday 22nd 
March 2015
2pm

South Oshwal Mahajanwadi, 
1 Campbell Rd, 
off  London Road, 
Croydon, Surrey, 
CR0 2SQ 
020 8683 0258

Dhirubhai K L Shah 
Rajesh S Shah

07932 079 930
07711 749 842

Sunday 22nd 
March 2015
3:30pm

Leicester Coleman Neighbourhood 
Centre, Balderstone Close, 
Leicester, LE5 4ES

Jyo  ka R Gudka 07886 102 164

Sunday 22nd 
March 2015
4pm

Luton Warden Hill Community 
Centre, Wycombe Way, 
Luton, LU3 2BW

Irene Ajnis Shah 07767 758 372

Saturday 28th 
March 2015
7pm

East St Albans Hall, 
Albert Road, Ilford, 
Essex, IG1 1HW

Hemini R Shah 07957 308 702

Sunday 29th 
March 2015
3:30pm

West Oshwal Shak   Centre, 
Inwood Road, Hounslow, 
Middlesex, TW3 1UX 
020 3441 1020

Anita C Shah 07903 830 844

Sunday 12th 
April 2015
2:30pm

Northamptonshire Weston Favell Parish Hall, 
Booth Lane South, 
Northampton, NN3 3EP

Usha A Haria 07803 136 917

Sunday 12th 
April 2015
tba

North TBA Dilip Maroo 07745 508 308

Sunday 26th 
April 2015
2pm

EC Oshwal Centre, 
Po  ers Bar, Coopers Lane 
Road, Northaw, EN6 4DG 
01707 643838

Sailesh L Shah 07985 432 270 
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~ Anand Yatra ~

Anand Yatra
Anand yatra is a weekly event organised for the elderly members of our

community to visit the Derasar and take part in social activities. It takes place
on Fridays at the Oshwal Centre, and a coach service is provided for those who

cannot make it by car.

The programme of the day is generally as follows:
The organised coach arrives at around 10am, and Snatra Pooja is recited in the
Derasar. Social activities afterwards include playing card games, such as Bhukar

or Bridge. There are also yoga sessions for everyone to take part in.
A team of dedicated volunteers prepare a hot Jain lunch which is served at

around 1pm, followed by 45 minutes of other activities such as informative talks,
discussions or entertainment.

Cost - £3 for transport, £2 for lunch. Places must be registered beforehand
with Area contact person (details below)

North North East NorthWest
Sarojben Shashi Shah Pushpaben Jayantilal Shah Sushilaben Laxman Shah
Tel: 020 8420 4606 Tel: 020 8886 9812 Tel: 020 8907 1570
saroj_45@hotmail.co.uk p4shi@hotmail.co.uk sushila.shah@oshwal.org

Weekly sponsorship of £451 towards the cost of the lunch and coach
hire is most welcome.

For more information please contact Mradulaben on 020 8441 4387

All funff ds are foff r the benefitff of Oshwal Association of the UK
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~ Anand Yatra ~

 

ANAND YATRA - Mradula Babulal Shah 

        (Culture & Heritage Chairlady) 

 
The Anand Yatra committee members would sincerely like to thank all the volunteers for 
their hard work and dedication, and the following sponsors for their generous donations 
towards making the weekly event for the elderly members of our community such a suc-

cess in 2014. We would also like to thank all those who donated in previous years for their 
generous support. In the past, members have sponsored the event to commemorate anni-
versaries, celebrate birthdays, or to remember loved ones, and we hope people will carry 

on supporting us through 2015 and beyond. 
 
2014       2014  
7th March  Jayaben Gulabchand Maroo 20th June Kantilal Govindji 
14th March Devkurben Fulchand Shah 27th June Late Hemaben Virchand Hadha 
21st March Rasikaben Rashmi Shah  4th July Dhirubhai Karania 
28th March North Area Satsang Mandal 18th July Kantibhai Lakhamsi Haria  
4th April Hansaben Kantilal Parivar 25th July Vilash Suresh Lakhamshi Shah 
25th April Kamlaben/Narotamdas Doshi 8th August Amratben Nathoobhai Shah 
2nd May Raksha Navin Shah  19th Sept Rekhaben Rameshbhai Shah 
9th May Chandriben R, Chandraben K 31st Oct Muktaben, Ushaben, Vimlaben, 
16th May Keshavlal Vrajpal Shah    Arunaben 
23rd May  Vimlaben Dilip Shah  7th Nov Neel Rameshbhai Shah 
13th June Jayaben Amritlal, Rakikbhai 21st Nov Jayaben Gulabchand Maroo 
  Ladha, Jyotsnaben, Hiruben 28th Nov Ashwin Dharamshi Shah 
  Zaverchand, Sushilaben   12th Dec Champaben & late Chandubhai  
  Laxman, Ashaben Sureshbhai 
  Lilaben Motichand, Kasturben 
  Zaverchand, Sushilaben Shantilal 
  

 
Anand Yatra Committee members: Mradulaben Babulal Shah 
      Maltiben Jayant Shah 
      Tusharbhai J Shah 
      Kishorbhai F Shah 
 
 
For any more information please contact Mradulaben on 02084414387 
 
 

Anand Yatra
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To commemorate this special occasion OAUK is hos ng a  play on 
29th/30th August 2015. We are looking for p cipants for this play and 
aud  will be held from March onwards. More details on the aud  will 
follow soon. 

If you are interested in taking part please could you send the following details 
to Nilesh B Shah either by post to Oshwal Centre or by email to 
nilesh_shah@outlook.com : 

 
our full name and address

 
  
 

Contact telephone number
 

 
mail address

 

Oshwal Associa on of UK is celebra ng the 10th  Anniversary of the Derasar 
at Oshwal Centre, Po ers Bar  in August 2015 

Please note this date27th-31st August 2015

We want to hear from couples who got married at Oshwal Centre approximately 10 years ago when the Derasar was built.
Please send your name and contact details to Sudhirbhai at OA_UK@yahoo.com



Memories of Diwali Celebrations 2014 
Culture & Heritage Committee
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~ Memories of Diwali Celebrations 2014 ~



East Area Celebrates Diwali 
 

On Friday 24th October, we held our local Diwali Celebrations. It was 
lovely to see many people had made an effort in bringing display 
items (Divas, Diwali cards, Mithai, Decorations and Rangoli). Well 
done to the members of the Thursday Club who had made handmade 
Diwali cards. The evening began with a Navkar Mantra Prayer. Following this, we all tucked into 
some Rajma Curry with Naan accompanied with Sambaro, Bundi (donated by Lalitaben A Shah), 
Gathia (donated by Kishore L Shah) and biscuits. A raffle was also drawn with the 1st prize won by 
Deepa V Shah and 2nd prize won by Vinesh R Shah. Soon after, a short children’s programme, 
organised by Hemini R Shah took place. There was a dance performance, poems read by some 
children and a script on how Jains celebrate Diwali. Well done to all participants and volunteers 
for their efforts and commitments. By Hemini R Shah 

 
 

Diwali Celebrations at Oshwal Centre 
 
Diwali 2014 was celebrated with a slight twist this time, each area chose a 
different culture (based on the theme ‘How is Diwali celebrated in India’) and 
presented this in the form of display and drama. East area were eagerly up 
for a challenge and chose Bengal. The preparations soon began and we 
carried out countless days of research. As we were new to this culture it was 
indeed quite an experience trying to learn names and traditional customs. 
From reading articles, printing Diwali cards, making Rangoli patterns to gathering different Bengali 
Sweets and Snacks. We even had fresh banana leaves imported from India! With all the materials 
gathered, the set up began.  

 
We created a Mandir for the public to come into and experience, with offerings displayed in front 
of the Kaali Maa and Durga Maa posters, soft Bengali Music and the scent of the fresh rose petals 
and carnations, the public really felt like it was Diwali in Bengal. The public also tasted sweets like 
Cham Cham, Rasgoola and Barfis. Overall the event was very successful and all those who 
participated had a brilliant time. Well done to all the areas who got involved, each had vibrant and 
unique displays and their efforts were truly valued, together the atmosphere in the halls was 
brilliant on the day.       
By Hemini R Shah       
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~ Heading ~

Gujarati School Programme 

 
On Saturday 30th November East Area held an Ex-Gujarati School programme for ex-students 
(and their families), teachers and our members. The evening began with a short welcoming 
followed a by a light meal of Bhel. The evening went well but there was a serious lack of 
participation from ex-students. Approximately 15 from a confirmed acceptance of 150 students 
were present. Primarily the event was for just the ex-students, ex-teachers, their spouses and 
their children but due to satisfaction voiced by some members, the event was then opened to all 
members as the event was a free programme. The students who attended gave positive feedback 
and expressed views that a continuation of the school would have benefited the younger 
generation. They mentioned in their speeches they initially disliked the idea of attending the 
school but now realise how beneficial it became. For example confidence building, 
encouragement and becoming socially active. Shushilaben C Shah in the presence of the other 
two initial teachers Mrs Pushpaben R Shah and Dinuben R Shah introduced how the Gujarati 
School Concept got established in 1971 and how it got flourished with learning and reading 
Gujarati and taking active parts in performing Stage Programmes 
like ‘Salibhadra’, Sekhchali na vichar’ etc. The then Headteacher 
Mrs Taraben K Haria mentioned how she got pushed to head the 
school and with the help of other teachers managed the school to 
a new level of study to ‘O’ level. The school had 100% result in 
the first and subsequent years in ‘O’ level exam. Others teachers 
who were present at this event then introduced themselves and 
reported various activities of the school and the enjoyment they 
brought to the children.   

 Daal Rotli & Bingo Afternoon 
Last Month, on the 28th December East Area held a Daal Rotli Afternoon at Oshwal Centre. With 
approx. 107 people attending, the afternoon began with prayers and a performance by Riyen 
Shah. As everybody took their seats, the volunteers served up the freshly cooked meal. After all 
the Christmas dinners and parties we had enjoyed in the week, it was fair to say the Garam Daal 
and Rotli went down really quickly on the cold winters afternoon.  

 
After Lunch, it was time to play Bingo! We had 3 games of 
bingo with a Tea & Cakes break in between. As we all ate 
the delicious fruit cake, we had a dance performance by 

Vinesh Shah as well as songs sung by Riyen Shah. Well done to all the Bingo 
Winners and a big thank you to all participants and volunteers for making this event 

successful. We hope you all enjoyed the afternoon. For more 
photos please join our Facebook Group ‘OAUK East Area’. 
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DIWALI REPORT

Leicester's Got Talent
This year's  Diwali Celebrations took place on 26th
October 2014, at the Braunstone Civic Centre.

This event was organised by the  Culture and Heritage
Team.  We had a 3 hour Culture Programme where
members took part showing their talent in Bollywood
Dances, Play, Stand up Comedy, Singing Bollywood and
English Songs. Thereafter a mouth-watering meal was
served.

There was a wonderful turn out and  the show was sold
out.  All those who attended have thoroughly enjoyed
themselves and have praised the event.  As the holder
of Culture and Heritage Portfolio, I would like to thank
all committee members and volunteers who helped
without hesitation to put this event together and a BIG
THANK YOU TO ALL THE PARTICIPANTS without whom
this would have not happened.

Please carry on supporting all our future programmes.

Article by,  DRAVINA AJAY  SHAH

Leicester Area



Oshwal Youth Is Hosting An Abseiling Afternoon

On Saturday The  7th Of March 2015
Venue: Outdoor Pursuits Centre

Loughborough Rd, Leicester, LE4 5PN

Price: £6 for all ages, this includes refreshments

Time: 3:30pm onwards

Contact Details: Nita Shah- 0116 2760820 or

Rashmika Shah 0116 2718525
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Leicester Area

Sunday 19th April 2015 ---Mahavir Jayanti
Venue: Shree Wanza Community Centre

Venue: Pasture Lane
Leicester, LE1 4EY

CHRISTMAS PARTY 2014

We all had a lot of fun!!
The Culture  and Heritage Committee organised a Christmas Party on 14th December 2014.  About 50
people attended.  Everyone enjoyed playing musical chairs and bingo.  There was a surprise Santa and
a lady Santa.  Everyone enjoyed the party food which consisted of ondhwo, carrot and cabbage salad,
french sticks, sandwiches, samosas, kachoris, tea and soft drinks followed by dessert of  mince pies and
apple pies with custard.  Everybody had a great time and said they were looking forward to attending
more such fun events in the future.
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More Pictures from the

CHRISTMAS PARTY 2014

My Kilimanjaro climb

By, Maya Shah
Area Youth achievement

On the stroke of midnight, Christmas day 2014,
Maya (aged 13, from Nottingham) set off from
Kibo Hut (height 4720m above sea level) to climb
Uhuru, the peak of Mt Kilimanjaro. This was the
moment Maya had been waiting for over a year,
when she first got the idea to climb 'Kili'. At 5895m,
this is Africa's highest mountain, and the world's
highest free-standing mountain.
Maya decided to support two charities with her
efforts: Framework, and Ujamaa in Arusha, at the
foothills of Kilimanjaro. Through the support of
friends, family, school and other well-wishers,
Maya raised £1,355 to be shared equally between
the two charities.
Maya began the climb on 21 December. The group
was supported by a team of guides, porters and

chef, most of whom originated from the Chagga
tribe living at the foothills of the mountain.
Maya and her teenage companions set off for the
peak after a few hours sleep, but altitude sickness
overcame them at various points. Maya says "even
though I didn't make it to the very top this time, it
was a great adventure, testing my limits of
endurance, making new friends.''

Leicester Area



ART OF LIVING REPORT
The Art of Living event held on 16th November 2014 was well attended with over 50 people present,
including one child. We learnt unique breathing techniques to help us relax and reduce stress. Afterwards
everyone enjoyed gathiya and dhokli, biscuits and tea. People also used this opportunity to socialize
with the rest of the community. Thanks to all of you who supported the event. Also heartfelt thanks to
Rashmibhai and Rajbhai Fulchand, the teachers from the Art of living.
RASHMIKA SHAH
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Jai Jinendra and Happy New Year! 
One of our last events of 2014 was the daal rotli social evening on 21st December. Members 
young and old joined together to enjoy good food, good company, fun and games. Glitzy parties 
and restaurants may be preferred sometimes, but for many it is more likely that simpler things in 
life and relations developed at such events lead to more precious memories and hold their values 
over time. A number of you wanted to know when the next daal rotli social evening will be. It will 
be held on Sunday 1st March 2015 at Lewsey Learning Centre from 4.30pm so please note this in 
your diaries. 

 
 
Other similar regular events such as the Friday Club, Luncheon Club and Youth organised events 
promote good social interaction and contribute towards improving our health and wellbeing as well 
as consolidate the longer term success of our Association. It is always encouraging to see 
youngsters wanting to take active part, not just within their age group, but also with members of 
every age. 
Our Luton Area Committee has been very active during 2014 and members have wished that we 
continue with the Friday and luncheon clubs, youth events and daal rotli socials during 2015. 
Dates are listed below and our website will soon be updated with regular bulletins so please look 
out for this. Come along and join in if you have not had the opportunity to do so as yet. You will be 
made most welcome! 
There are also a number of social, religious, networking and learning events being regularly 
programmed by other Areas and at Oshwal Centre and this information is regularly updated on 
our website. Most families will have someone who can access online information so please try 
and look this up regularly and convey this to your families and friends who are not able to access 
online information. We are encouraging our Luton members to attend events organised by other 
Areas and also for them to join us in our events. This way, our young and not so young meet and 
get to know new people and open their minds to sharing ideas and information.   
I thank all of you who so generously donate funds and also give your time in helping us with our 
activities. Many of you also continue to generously donate through the 120 scheme, a proportion 
of which is used towards our Area activities.  

Message from Rajesh Jethalal Shah, Luton Area Chairman 
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Luton Area Chair’s Message (cont)  
This is a small contribution in terms of most people’s affordability, equivalent to 33p a day and I 
request that those who can afford this, to contribute. Your funds are carefully utilised for the 
benefit of our Association members. All Committee members are volunteers, freely providing their 
time.    
Our next Annual General Meeting will be held on 22nd March, 4.00pm at Warden Community 
Centre. This is your Association, so please come along and join us to review the past year and to 
contribute towards shaping our plans for the coming years. Your opinions and suggestions are 
most welcome so please feel free to contribute at the AGM or contact me or any committee 
member. 
The Association is always seeking new members who are willing to give their time as Committee 
members and contribute towards our current and future plans. For a healthy and forward looking 
organisation, we should look to rotating members. Embracing change is good and necessary for 
the longer term success of our Association. Anyone who has not served previously or has served 
in the past is especially encouraged to make yourself available for selection in 2016. 
 
Luton Area Schedule of events for 2015: 
 
Games Nights at Warden Hill Community Centre, 8-10pm (contact Nina 01582 581418): 
31/1, 28/2, 28/3, 25/4, 30/5, 27/6, 25/7, 29/8, 26/9, 31/10, 28/11, 26/12 
 
Friday Club at Warden Hill Community Centre, 8-10pm (contact Nina 01582 581418): 
16/1, 20/2, 20/3, 17/4, 15/5, 19/6, 17/7, 21/8, 18/9, 16/10, 20/11, 18/12 
 
Luncheon Club- yoga, satsang and other activities at Hindu Mandir, 11am-3pm (contact Ella 
01582 402080): 
26/1, 23/2, 23/3, 27/4, 18/5, 15/6, 27/7, 26/10, 23/11, 28/12 
 
Daal Rotli- dinner, fun and games at Lewsey Learning Centre, time varies so please contact Ella 
01582 402080 nearer the date: 
1/3, 3/5, 6/9 
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ssaMdoSa  rajoSa jozalaala Saah laUTna ivastarnaI saimaitnaa saBaapitnaa jya ijnaond` Anao nava vaYa-naI SauBaocCaAao 

21maI iDsaombar 2014 naa idvasao daLraoTlaInaao navaao kaya-k`ma sarsa rIto ]jvaayaao htao. naanaa maaoTa sahuAo saaqao maLInao svaaidYT 
Baaojna jmaI Anao rmatgamatnaao AanaMd maaNyaao htao. GaNaIvaar maaoTI paTI-AaomaaM Aqavaa rosTaoraMmaaM yaaojolaa imalana krta Aavaa 
saamaaijk maoLa qakI jo navaa saMbaMQaao baMQaaya Co to jIMdgaImaaM maulyavaana yaadgaIrI maUkI jaya Co. 

AagaamaI daLraoTlaInaao kaya-k`ma rivavaar 1 maaca- 2015naaM lyaUsaI fama- laina-Mga saonTr Kato 4.30 vaagyao Saru qaSao tonaI naaoMQa 
laoSaao. baIja kaya-k`maao jovaako Sauk`vaar klaba Anao yauqa klabao Aayaaojolaa kaya-k`maaoAo laaokaomaaM tMdurstI Anao jIvanamaaM 
hkaratmak valaNa vaQaarvaamaaM faLao AaPyaao htao. laUTnanaao yauvaavaga- paotanaI ]marnaa j naih pNa maaoTI ]marnaa laaokao saaqao 
pNa hLImaLI kaya-k`maaomaaM ]tsaahqaI jaoDayaao htao. 

AapNaI laUTna ivastarnaI saimaitAo 2014maaM GaNaao saik`ya Baaga laIQaao Anao sadsyaaonaI [cCa maujba Sauk`vaar klaba, laMicayana 
klaba, yauqa klaba tomaj daLraoTlaInaa kaya-k`maao 2015naI saalamaaM pNa caalau rhoSao.Aa kaya-k`maaonaI tarIKao naIcao maujba Co. 
AapNaI vaobasaa[T najIkmaaM caalau qaSao tao mahorbaanaI krInao to jaota rhoSaao. joAaoAoo hjI sauQaI Aa kaya-k`maaomaaM Baaga naa 
laIQaao haoya, toAao kaya-k`maaonaao hvaoqaI jrur laaBa ]zavao. 

baIja ivastaraomaaM tomaj AaoSavaaL saonTrmaaM pNa GaNaaM saamaaijk tomaj Qaaima-k tqaa iSaxaNa pr AaQaairt kaya-k`maao yaaojvaamaaM 
Aavao Co jonaI maaihtI vaobasaa[T pr AapvaamaaM Aavao Co. jo maombar vaobasaa[T ivaYao jaNata haoya tomanao paotanaa kuTuMbaIjnaaonao 
tomaj ima~aonao tomaaM dSaa-vaola kaya-k`maaonaI maaihtI jNaavavaa p`aqa-naa Co. 

Amao laUTnanaa maombaraonao baIja ivastaraomaaM Aayaaojayaolaa kaya-k`maaomaaM jaoDavaa tomaj baIja ivastaraonaa maombaraonao AapNao 
Aayaaojayaolaa kaya-k`maaomaaM jaoDavaa ivanaMit krIAo CIAo. jo sahuAo ]dartaqaI dana kyau-M tomaj Amaara kaya-k`maaomaaM paotanaao 
ikmatI samaya AapI madd krI to badla baQaanao maarao AaBaar. 

GaNaaM laaokao £120naI yaaojnaamaaM faLao Aapo Co. Aanaao qaaoDao AMSa AapNaaM ivastarmaaM yaaojayaolaa kaya-k`maaomaaM vapraya Co. Aa 
yaaojnaamaaM varsanaaM AokoAok idvasanaaM fkt 33 ponsa j dana AapvaanauM rho Co toqaI sava-nao p`aqa-naa Co ko vaQaunao vaQau maombarao 
Aa yaaojnaamaaM jaoDa[nao sahkar Aapo. 

AapNaa ivastarnaI vaaiYa-k saaQaarNa saBaa (AGM) 22maI maaca- 2015naaM idnaaMko vaaoD-na kmyauinaiT haola Kato 4 vaagyao 
raKvaamaaM Aavaola Co. tao sahunao ivanaMit Co ko Aa imaiTMgamaaM hajrI Aapo. Aapnaa mat Anao salaah saucana AavakarvaamaaM 
AavaSao. toqaI ivanaa saMkaocao tmaara saucana saaQaarNa saBaa (AGM) maaM Aqavaa manao ko maarI saimaitnaa saByaaonao jNaavaI Sakao 
Cao. jo KuSaIqaI paotanaao samaya kimaiTnao AapI Sako Anao vat-maana tomaj BaivaYyamaaM kaya-k`maaomaaM faLao AapI Sako tovaa navaa 
maombarao (svayaMsaovakao volunteers)nao AosaaoiSaAoSana hMmaoSaa Aavakaro Co. AosaaoiSaAoSananaI laaMbaa samayanaI safLta maaTo 
pirvat-na laaBadayak tomaj jrurI Co. 

joAao pholaa kyaaroya kimaiTmaaM naqaI jaoDayaa Aqavaa joAao pholaa kyaarok kimaiTmaaM hta toAao 2016naI kimaiTmaaM Saamaola qaaya 
tovaI AaSaa saaqao. . . . .imacCaima dukkDMma  

 

laUTna ivastarnaa 2015 kaya-k`maaonaI samayapi~ka 

vaaoD-na ihla saonTr gao[msa naa[T 8qaI 10 saaMjo saMpk- naInaa 01582 581418 

maihnaanaao Collaao Sainavaar 31/1 28/2 28/3 25/4 30/5 27/6 25/7 29/8 26/9 31/10 28/11 26/12 

vaaoD-na ihla saonTr Sauk`vaar klaba 8qaI 10 saaMjo saMpk- naInaa 01582 581418 

maihnaanaao ~Ijaoo Sauk`vaar 16/1 20/2 20/3 17/4 15/5 19/6 17/7 21/8 18/9 16/10 20/11 18/12 

ihMdu maMidr laMicayana klaba 11qaI 3 bapaoro saMpk- [laa 01582 402080 

maihnaanaao caaoqaaoo saaomavaar (mao jUna Apvaad ~Ijao saaomavaar ) 26/1 23/2 23/3 27/4 18/5 15/6 27/7  (AaogaYT sapTombarmaaM 
rja) 26/10 23/11 28/12  

lyaUsaI lainaM-ga saonTr yaaoga sa%saMga Baaojna rmat gamat Anao baIja kaya-k`maao 4 30 bapaoro saaMjo saMpk- [laa 01582 402080 

1/3 3/5 6/9  
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Luton Area – History and Future Direction
Serving around 390 members, our Luton area commi  ee 
con  nues to be very ac  ve in providing welfare, religious, 
youth and other social ac  vi  es to our community. 
Although rela  vely small, Luton has a history of special 
achievements. We are thankful to our visionary past 
leaders and volunteers who have so generously devoted 
their  me to represent this community and to fi rmly 
establish this area for genera  ons to come. 

During the late 1960s and early 1970s a small number of 
Oshwal families emigrated from East Africa and se  led in 
Luton, drawn by the employment opportuni  es available 
at that  me in the motor car produc  on and associated 
industries. Growing number of Oshwal families con  nued 
to se  le in Luton during this period, sharing similar 
community spirit, culture and outlook which they enjoyed 
in East Africa. Some of the individuals recognised the 
need to con  nue with this and founded OAUK Luton in 
1973. Jethalal and Dipchand Manekchand, Shan  lal and 
Ra  lal Devraj, Gulabchand Dharamshi, Amritlal Sumaria, 
Nemchand Mulchand and Manilalbhai were some of our 
founding members who took ac  ve part in establishing 
this Area and many con  nued to serve as commi  ee 
members for a number of years.

Our focus during the ini  al years was to con  nue with 
our religious ac  vi  es and tradi  ons such as celebra  ng 
Paryushan Parva, Savantsari Bhojan, Diwali and regular 
satsangs. In the mid 70s, regular youth and women’s 
clubs (mahila mandal) were established and a Saturday 
morning Gujara   language educa  on classes was started. 
The late Mukesh Shan  lal secured weekly use of spor  ng 
facili  es at Lealands High School during the mid eigh  es 
which members of all ages con  nued to enjoy for several 
years. This also became a hub for many of our other 
community gatherings and created a strong community 
bond. Many younger persons volunteered and some took 
ac  ve roles in the area commi  ee and became future 
leaders. The Mahila Mandal has also been very ac  ve 
with programmes such as cooking demos, hair dressing, 
antakshari, music evenings and sea side trips.

One par  cular event our Luton area is so fondly 
remembered for is Jinendra Bhak   Mahotsava, a religious 
celebra  on hosted by the Luton area and enjoyed by 
as many as 3,000 visitors on the day from all over UK. 
The fi rst of the Mahotsava was held at Queensway Hall, 
Dunstable in 1984, followed by 12 more un  l regre  ully 
this facility was demolished for redevelopment in 1999. 
Our small team of dedicated volunteers and commi  ee 
members expertly organised and managed these events 
and made sure freshly cooked food was provided to 

all. This is a tribute dedicated to the detailed planning 
exper  se, commitment and hard work of Luton area 
leaders and volunteers of this period.

During the past 15 years, there has been a gradual 
decline in the number of younger persons within the 
community and many families have moved to other 
areas. Our youth, mahila and educa  on ac  vi  es have 
been reviewed and some programmes reduced. Smaller 
but more regular social gatherings such as the midday 
luncheons, evening food nights, cards and games clubs 
as well as yoga and computer technology training for 
the elderly are off ered instead. We are encouraged by 
the number of younger persons who are keen to take on 
important roles in our area commi  ee. Our youth are the 
lifeblood of our associa  on and they need to con  nue to 
be encouraged and engaged into more par  cipa  on in 
our community aff airs. We regularly seek new members 
to join our commi  ee to provide a new dimension and 
outlook. 

Luton has supported worthy local, na  onal and 
interna  onal chari  es by raising funds during our events. 
The good causes that we have recently supported are 
Keech Hospice, Li  le Princess Trust, Plan UK and Animal 
Rescue. 

Change is inevitable and should be embraced. Digital 
technology has made a huge diff erence to how we access 
and store informa  on as well as the speed with which we 
communicate and share our ideas and knowledge. New 
technology is con  nually being introduced through our 
base at Oshwal Centre. We are mindful that not everyone 
will be familiar with use of this technology so tradi  onal 
methods will also con  nue to be off ered for some  me.

With changing demographics, and for many areas 
reduced numbers, it makes sense some  mes to share 
resources and hold joint events. We are encouraging our 
commi  ee members to ac  vely consider programmes 
that can be partnered with other areas.

We have a challenging but exci  ng future ahead of us. 
New opportuni  es and ini  a  ves will be made available 
to improve the par  cipa  on, health and well being 
of our members. We need to make sure that we have 
the vision and resources to make posi  ve use of these 
opportuni  es.

Our programmes cannot be delivered without the 
support of our team of commi  ed and hard working 
volunteers. A special thanks to all of you. 

Rajesh Jethalal Shah, Luton Area Chair
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Champa Shah from East Sussex conducted a dance workshop. She started with a 
demonstration of a short prayer to Lord shiva, the Lord of Dance. 
She talked briefly about how the folk dances originated in Gujarat and Rajasthan 
regions and the participants tried the folk dance moves to traditional and modern 
music. 

 

Deepwali Get-to-gether  25th October 2014 
 
This event was attended by approx 100 members.  
As low number of members entered the Rangoli and mithai competition, all the 
participants were declared winners. 
All the children who took part in the Diwali card and Rangoli competition were also 
declared winners.  Each and every one of the competitors in all the competitions were 
given gifts. 
 

Diwali Display at Oshwal Centre, Potters Bar 
 
Hansaben was approached by Mraduben and was requested that Northamptonshire Area 
display Mitthai at the Diwali Event on 26th October, 2014.  Hansaben accepted the 
challenge.   
 
At the meetings discussions started how to create the display.  Committee Members 
brought various items like sarees, net pieces, different candles, display stools and 
that is how we started to build up ideas on how to display mitthais.  Gita also made 
two rough sketches of potential displays.  Gita suggested for the Committe Members to 
meet at her house as she had two foldable tables which were similar sizes to the 
tables to be used for the display at the Oshwal Centre.  All the committee members 
were requested to bring whatever ornaments, murtis, display dishes, different coloured 
sarees or pieces of coloured materials each one had at home so that we could have a 
trial.   The size of plates to be used for displaying mithais was decided.  We also 
decided to buy sturdy cake stands.   
 
All the women Committee members, with the help of Mona, tried alternatives how to make 
the display attractive and eye catching.  The idea was to make the display 
symmetrical.  
 
We went to Potters Bar on Saturday 25th October, 2014 to start setting up the table for 
display.  Having a fair idea, everybody started to drape the table first with white 
table cloths and coloured material and tied the sides to make bows. Then the stools 

Cooking Demonstration – 4th October 2014 
 
The demonstration was organised just before Diwali so that members could take part in 
Oshwal Asscociation Northamptonshire’s Diwali Function Competition which included 
Ghari competition.   
 
Three items demonstrated were how to make Ghari, Ghughra and Cake Pops.  Demonstrators 
were Hansaben, Ushaben and Grishmaben respectively.    

Northampton Area
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were laid in the middle of the four tables which were covered with golden yellow 
saree.  The plates, candles and cake stands were put in position.  In the meantime 
Manjuben and Ushaben got a Rangoli ready which was going to be displayed in the front 
of our display with two murtis. 
 
Sunday, 26th October, 2014 arrived and we set off from Northampton again early morning 
to finish our display for the event.  Everybody got busy displaying the sweets on to 
the plates, name labels were put in place, candles were alighted and bingo were 
display was ready for the public. 
 
Thanks to everybody in the team, we achieved the result we envisaged and it was a 
fantastic effort. 

    
 
 
 
EVENTS DIARY FOR THE YEAR FROM JULY 2015. 
 
JAIN PHILOSOPHY CLASSES – EVERY MON - FULVANTIBEN’S RESIDENCE –SUBJECT - TATVASUTRA 
 
FUN CLUB EVERY 3RD SAT OF THE MONTH – 7.30PM-11.00PM-WESTON FAVELL PARISH HALL  
 
TWIN HEART MEDITATION - EVERY 3RD AND 4TH THURSDAY OF THE MONTH – 7.30PM – 9.00PM-WESTON 
FAVELL PARISH HALL 
 
EXTRA EVENTS 

Northampton Area

 
BHUKHAR COMPETITION – 30TH NOVEMBER 2014 RESULTS 

EVENTS DIARY FOR THE YEAR FROM JULY 2015. 
 
JAIN PHILOSOPHY CLASSES – EVERY MON - FULVANTIBEN’S RESIDENCE –SUBJECT - TATVASUTRA 
 
FUN CLUB EVERY 3RD SAT OF THE MONTH – 7.30PM-11.00PM-WESTON FAVELL PARISH HALL  
 
TWIN HEART MEDITATION - EVERY 3RD AND 4TH THURSDAY OF THE MONTH – 7.30PM – 9.00PM-WESTON 
FAVELL PARISH HALL 
 
EXTRA EVENTS 

PAMPERING DAY – SAT 21ST MARCH – WESTON FAVELL PARISH HALL – 4.30PM ONWARDS 
 
CELEBRATION ON THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FORMATION OF OSHWAL ASSOCIATION OF UK 
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE AREA IN 2016 
 

REGUALAR EVENTS 2015

Second Prize - 
Trio

Rajni Shah, Madhu Shah, 
Narendra Shah

Natodia Cup - 
Karata Crazy Team

Harish, Rita and Minadevi

Third Prize - 
Three Muskateers

Rahul Kachra Haria
Pradeep Keshavji Shah
Bharat Nemchand Shah

First Prize - 
Peponi

Sonal Shah, 
Hemaili Shah and 
Rupali Shah
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Northampton Area

 

     OSHWAL ASSOCIATION OF UK 
  NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

COMMITTEE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO  CANCEL OR  
MAKE ANY AMENDMENTS TO THE EVENT                                                             CHARITY REG NO  267087 

 

P  a  m  p  e  r  i  n  g    D  a  y 

Venue: Weston Favell Parish Hall 
             Northampton 
             Booth Lane South 
             Northampton 
             NN3 3EP 

2 1 S T  M A R C H  2 0 1 5 
Time: 4.30pm-8.30pm  

OPEN TO ALL 
ENTRY FEE  £2.00 

Treaments Available:  
Head, Shoulder and Back Massage 
Manicure, Pedicure and Foot Massage 
Reflexology  
Reiki, Pranic Healing 
Podiatory 
Nail Art, Mehndi 
Beauty Treatments; Facial, Threading 

CONFIRM  
ATTENDANCE  

BY 
16 MARCH 2015  

 
 

Treat yourself and 
bring your family 

and friends.   

Programme starting with Yoga Therapy Workshop  

Finishing with Zumba Dancing, Bollywood Dancing and Garba 
Workshop by Sujata—Did you know Dancing increases  

flexibility of your joints more than conventional exercise.   

     Treatment Prices Range from £5.00- £15.00  

Contacts: Jayshree Shah: 01604 844895/jasu@nalin.fsnet.co.uk 
                Fulvanti Sumaria: 01604 624128/fulishah@googlemail.com 
                Manjuben Bidd: 01933 273986 //bhikhushah@hotmail.com 

      All funds are raised for OAUK 

B R E A K : 7 P M—7. 30 P M 
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Sunday 1st March 2016  from 10am  to  5pm

Highfield Community Centre,   
Highfield Road,   
Wellingborough,   
Northants,   

       NN8 1PL

Northampton Area
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North Area

North Area Chairpersons message  
 

The New Year has started brightly with the North Area Committee and Sub-Committees 
planning and organising some wonderful events for the forthcoming year, catering for people of all 
ages. I hope that you can participate in some, if not all of the events. 

Spring is my favourite time of the year when trees start blossoming and everything starts 
looking bright, fresh and colourful. With that in mind I am really pleased that the North and North 
East Committees have teamed up and are organising a spring festival to celebrate Holi. This will 
be a fun-filled and exciting event for the whole family.  Nishma, North East Area Chair and I are 
very excited about the two areas working together and we look forward to all your support. Finally 
I look forward to seeing many of you at the forthcoming North Area Annual General Meeting on 12 
April. 

Daksha Maroo – Chair Person 
 

 
Last Diwali may be a distant memory but we 
wanted to share some pictures from the 
excellent Diwali event we held. North Area 
Sakhi Milap and Social Club together held a 
wonderful sell-out event which brought 
people together through art & craft activities. 
The very talented “Crafty Sisters”, Daksha 
Modha and Priti Malde, 
demonstrated how plain Kuria's can 
be transformed into a beautiful 
magical looking Kuria’s for Diwali or 
any other occasion. Everyone got 

thoroughly immersed in decorating their 
Kuria's using colour, glitter & stones.  
The artistic “Crafty Sisters” demonstrated 
how we can recycle wedding invitations into 
professional looking Diwali cards. They gave 
us many ideas as to how to use everyday 

house hold items, broken jewellery, dal’s, rice 
and flowers, to make 
wonderful Rangoli’s and 
beautiful display pieces. 
 
All who attended, young & old, 
ladies & gents found this to be 
a very relaxing and calming 
evening. They enjoyed the 
delicious food, yummy barfi's 
made by the Sakhi's and went 
home with their hands painted 
with Mehndi. What a lovely 
way for all to celebrate Diwali 
together! 

North Area
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North Area Youth Club  
 
31st Oshwal Sports Day 
  
After the brilliant time we all had in December 2013 in South London, we were all waiting in 
anticipation for another magical 3 days of sport with our friends and family from across the Oshwal 
areas. Our committee made sure there was lots of training and that meant some early starts and 
everyone coming together for extra practice on Sundays. This year the event took place a little 
closer to home for everyone from North Area so we had a great audience to cheer us on over the 
course of the weekend. North Area had a lot of new participants taking part for the first time as 
well as some more familiar faces. Here’s what some of the younger members of North Area’s 
youth club thought of the event. 
 
Samir Shah: 
Last  December, I participated in the 31st annual Oshwal Sports Day. It was the first time I had ever 
competed in them and I had absolutely no idea on what to expect. 
I was completely overwhelmed by the masses of people who were competing for their area. I was really 
excited and I felt a huge rush of adrenalin when they started to put out the benches for benchball. I was 
really anxious as I walked on to the playing area and before I knew it we started playing. When we actually 
started playing all my nerves were forgotten and we got going. For the rest of the day I wasn’t nervous at 
all for any of my games. I was really glad that I had completed my first Oshwal Sports Day and I had a 
great time doing it. 
Preena Shah : 
Well, where shall I start!? The Oshwal 31st Sports Day was an absolutely amazing experience. It being my 
last year in under 12’s, I gave it my all. The atmosphere was buzzing and electric, with everyone cheering 
on their teams. When I played, it was encouraging to spot a sea of yellow supporters shouting our names. 
It was fun competing against other areas and great to see so many participants because as they say it’s 
the taking part that counts! The icing on the cake for me, though, was being nominated by North area as 
‘Under 12 Sports Girl of the Year’ and also the final reveal that North were the overall winners AGAIN! 
Akshay Patel and Akshay Shah: 
Olympics has been amazing. The first day, Saturday, we started off on a high, winning our first 2 games. 
The majority of Harrow leisure was filled with yellow north supporters. It was great having swimming back 
this year and our squad were astonishing. The second day was a very early start and a late finish made the 
day very tiring. Nevertheless North still had so much support (as always)! We enjoyed playing benchball 
and winning with an awesome 21 points. The last sunday was the best! Khor was the most interesting 
sport to watch and all the ages groups did really well. We can all agree the funniest moment was when our 
mums were playing over 35s dodgeball. Before we knew it, it was the last event - circuit training!  

North Area
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North Area

The crowd was cheering wildly and the atmosphere was out of this world! After that competition we all 
headed to Oshwal centre, and like always the food was delicious! Thank you to the food sponsor! Then the 
presentation started and all the trophies got handed out. Then they announced the winner. And of course 
NORTH WON! 
 
We would like to thank North West for being fantastic hosts, the organising committee, all the 
participants, parents, supporters and volunteers for making Oshwal sports day an amazing annual 
event bringing all of us Oshwals together. 
 
 
Jim Jackson – part of our extended Oshwal family has a double 
celebration! 
 
Jim Jackson, Caretaker at Woodhouse College recently celebrated his 
65th Birthday.  Jim has worked with the North Area Oshwal Committee 
for many years and is regarded as part of our extended family. 
Woodhouse College is the hub for the North Area and Jim is always 
there to ensure that all the events, whether they are regular or one off, 
are run smoothly and everyone is safe and comfortable.  Jim has an 
admirable personality – he always goes that extra mile and is always 
smiling. 

To help celebrate Jim’s special birthday, the North Area Gujarati School, 
with the help of Anup Shah organised a huge Birthday cake for him on the 
last day of the term on 20 December at their end of term party.   Excited 
children sang ‘Happy  Birthday’ to  a totally surprised Jim!  He said that he 
felt really honoured by the appreciation shown and that he had built a 
special bond with the Oshwal Community. 
Jim had a second reason to celebrate as he was deservedly awarded a 
British Empire Medal (BEM) in the new year’s honours list in recognition of 
his services to education in Barnet. 
 
Jim, who lives with his wife and has three grandchildren, said: “I’ve had a 

very enjoyable life and a fantastic career. “They say if the music is too loud you’re getting older, 
but I say turn it up because I have no intention of slowing down. Children keep you young. They 
are always happy and never see anything bad or wrong in life, which is what I love about working 
with them.” 
  
 “Every day is a challenge and I like to inspire the children to see that, and to do their best. I tell 
them to do the best they can in life. If you’ve got a negative outlook, bad things will happen to you. 
But if you think positive, things can only go up. The other thing I love about my job is the way I 
meet so many different people. It’s not just a job – it’s a place to make lifelong friendships too.” 
 
 
Daskha Maroo says “Danke” to Deutsche Bank 
 
North area chairperson Dakshaben was very happy to see that Deutsche Bank had kindly agreed 
to donate £500 to Oshwal North Area youth club for the second year running. Germanys largest 
bank runs a scheme where its staff who volunteer in a community organisation can apply for a 
donation to that organisation. Shailan Shah from Mill Hill who has worked at Deutsche for 13 
years and has been on the youth club committee for the past two years has applied for this 
funding which has made a big difference to youth club and its members.  
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Key Contacts 
 
Chairperson 
Daksha Maroo 
daksha.maroo@gmail.com 
07775 514 286  
 
Education 
Kuntesh Shah 
kshah5@sky.com 
07952 708 592 
 
Sakhi Milap 
Nilam Shah 
shahnilam@hotmail.co.uk 
07941 076 115 
 
Youth Club 
Sahil Shah 
sahil.shah@hotmail.co.uk 
07947 984 706 
 

Upcoming Events 

North Area AGM 
Sunday 12th April. Watch out for further details 

Yoga Workshop 
Sunday 10th May. See advert for further details 

Social Club 
Fridays (Term Time) 
Time: 8pm to 10pm 

Venue: Woodhouse College 
Info: A great social night with Bhukar, Chokadi and 

other activities. Come along and join in the fun. 
Entrance £1. 

 

Bolly Aerobics 
Saturdays (Term Time) 

Time: 9.45am to 10.45am 
Venue: Woodhouse College 

Info: Dance your way to fitness! Enjoy the perfect 
workout . Contact Daksha Maroo 

 

Gujarati School 
Saturdays (Term Time) 

Time: 9.30am to 12.30pm 
Venue: Woodhouse College 

Info: Let your child learn to speak and enjoy Gujarati, 
which is taught through music, singing, dancing, 

acting, storytelling and art! From ages 4 upwards. We 
also offer Bollywood dancing, Table, Harmonium, 
Bharat Natyam, Arts and Crafts, and Gujarati for 

adults.  
 

Youth Club 
Fridays (Term Time) 

Time: Under 12s 6-7.30pm Over 12s 7.30-10pm  
Venue: Woodhouse College 

Info: Come and play football, basketball, bench 
ball, dodge ball, netball and much more.  

 

Chi Kri Classical Yoga 
Fridays (Term Time) 

Time: 7pm to 8.30 pm  
Venue: Woodhouse College 

Info: Yoga helps in so many ways. Come and 
join in these classes led by Dr Mehul Shah. 

Contact Shivani Shah 07903 873 759 

 

R E G U L A R  E V E N T S  

North Area Sakhi Milap are proud to present: 
Whist Drive & Games Evening! 

Saturday 18th April  
Time: 6.45 to 11pm  

Venue: Woodhouse College, North 
Finchley, N12 

Games galore, a challenging quiz, and a 
wonderful Whist drive! 

Entrance £7.00 members, £8.00 non-
members. Includes light Meal!  

Contact Hema 07714 418 081 

Ila 07828 951 762, Nilam 07941 076 115,  

Kailash 07825 339 317, Bharti 07508 718 267 
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OSHWAL ASSOCIATION OF THE UK.  

( charity Registration No. 267037) 

NORTH AREA WELFARE AND HEALTH COMMITTEE PRESENTS…. 

YOGA WORKSHOP 
Sunday 10th May 2015 

Time: 10:15am—4:15pm 
Venue: The Tenth Finchley Scout Group 

Gordon hall 
Huntly drive 

West Finchley 
N3 1NX 

Take a day out of your hectic schedule to focus on you. Our well know 
professional instructors Manishbhai and Meenaben Shah will be lead-
ing us through workshops covering breathing techniques, pilates, 
meditation and yoga postures. This workshop will be the perfect envi-
ronment to take your personal development to the next level and there 
will be time for you to ask questions. 

A  healthy lunch will be provided as well as tips on nutrition and 
healthy eating.  

Tickets: 
Oshwal members: £15 Non—members: £20 

For tickets please contact 

 

MANAGEMENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE THE DATE, CANCEL OR ALTER THE EVENT AND THE RIGHT TO ENTRY.  REGISTERED IN AC-
CORDACNE WITH THE CHARITIES ACT 1960. CHARITY REG. 267037 

Hema shah 07714 418 081 
Nilam Shah 07941 076 115 
Kirit Haria 07879 010 721 
Daksha Maroo 07775 514 286 

North Area
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North and North East Area

Below: North East Area – here is a collage of photos from the Paryushan 2014 festivities and a Gujarati school trip to Woburn Safari Park
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North East Area

Yoga Classes 
Manishbhai – 8:45am – 10:00am 
Reteshbhai – 9:00am – 10:30am (Pranayam) 
Contact - dipak.shah@rentokill.com 

Chair Message 

Pranam, Jai Jinendra, Hello, Hi! 

**HAPPY NEW YEAR** (may be a little late but…) I hope you have all 
had a fantastic start to the New Year and I wish you all a prosperous 
2015.   

I would like to thank all the volunteers that have helped throughout the 
North East area committee’s first year and to all that have supported our 
events.   

We began the year with the Cultural and Heritage Remembrance Day and I would like to 
commend them for the magnificent aura they created in their emotional and peaceful event.     

Collaboration of Areas!  
I am proud to say North East and North area are joining together as ONE and will be bringing 
you a colourful and fun-for-all Holi celebration event on 8th March 2015.  Check out the poster in 
this magazine and contact any of the area committees for tickets and information! 

AGM! 
Our important annual AGM is being held at Oshwal House on 21st March 2015.  I hope to see 
our area members there for support, scrutiny, encouragement and positivity!  The North East 
area committee is working for YOU, so it is only right that you come along and tell us what we 
are doing right and more importantly what we can do better.  We are all working to the best of our 
ability and seeing you there to support us will motivate us even more for the forthcoming year. 

Events! 
We look forward to seeing you at our forthcoming events, details to be announced throughout the 
year, however, in the meantime please do check out our regular events including; 

Keep Fit 
Tuesday 8.00pm – 9.15pm 
Trinity at Bowes Methodist Church 
Contact: madula.savla@btinternet.com 

Yoga Classes 
Monday and Tuesday 7.00pm – 8.30pm 
Southgate School 
Contact: dilipshah0011@googlemail.com or maysuri@yahoo.co.uk 

Saturday 10.00am – 11.30am 
Southgate School 
Contact thepillbox@gmail.com 

Youth Club 
Sunday 
Alexandra Park School, Muswell Hill 
Contact: dipak.shah@rentokill.com 

Zumba classes 
Wednesday 7.00pm – 8.00pm 
Ruth Winston Centre 
Contact: p4shi@hotmail.co.uk 
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North East Area

 
Royal Visit! 
Thursday 22nd January 2015 - the most important date in the 2015 Calendar for all Jains and all 
Oshwals.   
 
A day that saw the Oshwal Association of the UK and the Institute of Jainology working together 
to transform Oshwal Centre into a Royal Home for a few hours. 
 
The day that His Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales, Prince Charles visited Oshwal Centre 
at 10:45am and did not leave until 1:00pm, an hour over his scheduled departure time.  Clearly he 
felt extremely welcomed!  
 
For many this was a dream come true, for me it was a lifetime wish.  Oshwal Centre welcoming 
the future King of England was an once-in-a-lifetime experience, albeit Rexbhai’s cheeky 
mention of a returning visit in his address to the Royal Highness is something we all hope for!  
 
Genuinely engaged in his surroundings and an interest to speak to as many as he could, His 
Royal Highness was softly spoken, polite, enthusiastic and incredibly knowledgeable of the Jain 
religion.   
 
The visit by the Prince of Wales should make each and every Jain and Oshwal proud and 
ensure that we continue to be proud of this great religion and never to stop letting others know 
who we are and what we believe in.  

 
 Dipakbhai – Vice Chair / Youth 
 Parit – Treasurer  
 Hansaben – Secretary 
 Bakulbhai - Education 
 Binduben – Sakhi Mandal 
 Madhuben – Welfare 

 Nishul – Youth and Social 
 Pushpaben – Cultural and Heritage 
 Tanvi – Media and Communications 
 Taraben – Religious 
 Rakesh – Ex Chair and Ex Officio 
 Dilipbhai – Ex Treasurer and Ex Officio 

Gujarati School! 
Learn Ka, Kha, Ga, Ek, Be, Tran and more!  Gujarati school runs every Saturday from 9:30am to 
12:00pm.  We also run Yoga and Taekwondo classes!  
For more information please contact thepillbox@gmail.com or nishnortheast@hotmail.com. 
 
North East Area Committee! 
My heartfelt thanks go to the North East Area committee for all your hard work throughout the 
year.  I have thoroughly enjoyed working with you all and cannot express enough gratitude for the 
support you have given me throughout the year.  Let us continue with our hard work and positive 
attitude to drive success in our next year.  THANK YOU to the North East Area Committee 
Members;  

On behalf of the North East Area committee and myself, I would like to Congratulate All that 
were involved in the weeks of planning.  You have all achieved what most cannot in a lifetime and 
created a day that was fit for a Royal, literally!  
WELL DONE!  
 
Final Words! 
This will be my last address to you before the AGM.  From the whole committee we seek 
forgiveness for any hurt we may have caused knowingly or unknowingly.   
 
See you all soon! 
 
Nishma (Nish) 
North East Area Chair 
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43rd North West - Annual General Meeting 
 
Firstly, we would like to wish all our Members a very happy and prosperous New 
Year.   
 
We are grateful to all our members for the support over the past year and as 

always, it has been a pleasure to serve the Community and to work jointly with our ever growing 
team of volunteers and we look forward to working jointly with all our members in the forthcoming 
year. 
 
Additionally, your area’s 43rd AGM for its members shall be taking place. Details as follows:  
 
Venue: Oshwal EKTA Centre  
Date: 15th March 
Time: 10:00 am 
 
Light refreshments shall be available following the AGM. An accurate RSVP count is critical for 
avoidance of food wastage, so please RSVP (khilit.shah@oauk-nw.org) only if you plan to stay for 
refreshments following the AGM. 
 
Let’s be the Change this community needs 
                                           Let’s be proud to be Oshwal 
                                                                                 Let’s Re-Connect 
 

Oshwal Achievements Award 
Two years ago, we launched The Oshwal Achievement Awards.  Last year one 
Oshwal was recognised for his charitable work outside the community.  Once 
again this year we are looking for new nominations for 2015 
 
If there are members you know who have: 

- Raised substantial sums for a charitable cause 
- Worked as School Governors for more than 5 years 
- Served as a Magistrate for more than 5 years 
- Received a Civic Award for community work 
- Received an honour – OBE, MBE, honorary degree etc 
- Any other achievement for charitable / social work other than with OAUK 
 

We want to know about these Oshwal’s. 
 
To nominate an Oshwal for an award, please contact Nirmal Shah (nirmal.shah@oauk-nw.org) 
with details as soon as possible. The last date for these nominations is 10th March 2015. The 
Areas will then  

- Prepare a nomination from the Area – Outlining details of the person. 
- A brief resume of the person. 
- Reasons for the nomination. 

North West Area
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Corrections (Diwali edition of Oshwal News) 
 
Page 58: (omitted) - Barsa Sutra Darsan : Mrs. Savitaben Ratilal Dodhia 
Page 61: (typo) - Savantsari Bhojan Sponsor : Late Shantaben Mohanlal Popatlal 
Shah haste Shailesh Mohanlal Parivar.  

 
Please rest assured that this was not deliberate and we unreservedly apologise for any upset that 
this may have caused.  
 
 
 

PAST EVENT UPDATEs 
 

22nd November 2014  
 
Another sold out star-

spangled event organised by the area, filled with 
celebrity lookalikes.  The guests were welcomed with 
a cocktail reception and had the opportunity to pose 
with the Oshwal Oscars on the red carpet as they 
arrived. The walls of the hall were decorated with film 
posters and tables decorated with director clapper 
boards. Shama and Chirag were the entertainers on 
the night. A prize was given to the best dressed 
couple. The guests had a great time who danced the 

night away. 

 

Event photo’s available to 
view on  

 
www.oauk-nw.org/media/gallery 

North West Area
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31st Oshwal Games 
 
North West area would like to thank and congratulate all participants, 
winners and volunteers during the 31st Annual Oshwal Games.  
 
This year, Oshwal Games took place at Harrow Leisure Centre. After a 
fierce competition, North West area achieved 2nd position overall. A full 

list of participants / winners shall be made available on our website.  
 
Our congratulations go to North area for winning the cup (this year!) and to all other areas and 
participants for engaging competitively with great sportsmanship.  

North West Area



Who says you have to be young to have fun with sports! A 
phenomenal number of 95 participants entered from ReActive8 
NorthWest, aged 8 to 70+. These sports loving enthusiasts show 

cased their skills at our "home ground" for the  
31st Oshwal Olympic Games.  

 
The show of talent was unquestionable by our under 12s football 

team. Of course the under 16s, ladies and men teams equally 
shared this talent. Needless to say, they brought home the football 

floating trophy.  
 

The short practise didn't seem to faze our young ladies netball 

team as they walked the court with undisputed possession of 
the ball. They nailed it- bringing home the floating trophy too. 

As always basketball lured in the crowd with some long 
distance dribbling and some serious dodging by our team. 

Their moves earned them the floating trophy as well. 
 

The old Indian game, Kho, certainly got the crowd shouting "get him, 
get her" with intermittent "yeahs"! This knee jerking, hamstring 

pulling, tactical game brought home the floating trophy too!  
 

Dodgeball brought some surprises...maybe more for the over 35s! 
With great laughter and a few twists and turns.  

Proudly we can state that our circuit training participants showed 

off their stamina and perseverance in one seriously entertaining 
event, the last one! It truly reflected the physical strength from 

each of the participants.  
Hats off to all our participants and of course, to all those who have 

supported us throughout this event.  
Special thanks to all those parents who prepared the sandwiches 

and to all those parents who sponsored the food. With this 
support we provided lunch throughout the 3 days for all the 

participants, volunteers and supporters. 
Another special thanks goes to all our sports managers who trained 
all the participants with their knowledge, skill and passion for their 

sport. 

Our final message: 
Lets keep the competitive fire burning within us and head to the 

32nd Oshwal Olympic Games. 
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North West Area



Date Day Details 
3rd Mar  Tue Fagan Sudh Teras 6 Goan Siddhachal Bhav Yatra 
27th Mar - 4th Apr  Fri Ayambil Oli starts (9 Days) 
2nd Apr Thur Mahavirswami Janma Kalyanak 
4th Apr Sat Chaitri Poonam (Siddhachal Bhav Yatra - Pat Darsan) 
5th Apr Sun Ayambil Oli Parna 
2nd May Fri Varshitap Parna 
10th Sep Thur Paryushan Maha Parva 
13th Sep  Sun Kalpa Sutra Vanchan 
14th Sep  Mon  Mahavirswami Janma Vanchan & Sapna Darsan 
17th Sep Thur Barsa Sutra Darsan & Samvantsari Pratikaman  
18th Sep Fri Tapasya Parna 
19th Oct - 28th Oct  Mon   Ayambil Oli starts (9 days) 
28th Oct  Tue Ayambil Oli Parna 
11th Nov Wed Diwali 
12th Nov  Thur New Years Day (Nutan Varash) 
25th Nov  Wed Kartik Poonam (Siddhachal Bhav Yatra- Pat Darsan) 

 
Key Religious Dates for 2015 

FORTHCOMING EVENTs 
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North West Area

z
o
n
e
… 

Food &  
Networking  
zone… 

for Parents   Students  Graduates   Young Professionals   Entrepreneurs 

Attendance is free but Registration is mandatory for workshop sessions as places are limited. 
Register by visiting the website: www.obpn.oauk-nw.org 
 …a Fair for all 

age groups… 

Sunday 22nd March 2015  Ekta Centre, 366a Stag Lane, Kingsbury NW9 9AA  10am to 6pm 
 

Stalls 
…Accountancy •  Actuary • Banking • Business Helpdesk • Dentistry • Financial Advisory • Wealth 

Management • Information Technology • Investment Banking • Law • Management Consultancy • Media & 
Public Relations • Medicine • Optometry • Pharmacy • Risk Management • Taxation …and many more … 

 

Creche  
Facility 



 

DATES AT A GLANCE 
 
February 2015 
 14th  EMM 
 14th  Whist Drive / Scrabble 
21st  Bhukhar 
25th  OBPN Networking -  (Preserving 
           Assets for future generations) 
 
March 2015 
  3rd  Fagan Teras 
  7th  International Women’s Day 
 14th  EMM 
 14th Whist Drive / Scrabble 
15th  NW AGM 
22nd  Mini Careers Fair 
25th Bhakti @ EKTA 
29th Inter Area Bhukhar Competition 
 
April 2015 
11th  EMM 
11th  Whilst Drive / Scrabble 
17th  Street Support Network 
22nd Bhakti @ EKTA 
 

Essential Contact Details 
 
Oshwal EKTA Centre:  
020 8206 1141      
 ekta@oauk-nw.org 
 
Funskool & NWACAS: 
Milan: 07968 817 043  
funskool@oauk-nw.org 
 
ReActive8 
Reactive8@oauk-nw.org 
 
Street Support Network 
Nirmal: 07962 177 326 
Chetan: 07949 45 9090 
ssn@oauk-nw.org 
 
Oshwal Business & Professional 
Network 
Nirmal: 07962 177 326 
Chetan: 07949 45 9090 
obpn@oauk-nw.org 
 
Women’s Welfare 
Meena: 07771 927 290 
Meena.shah@oauk-nw.org 
Hina: 07732 440 721 
Hina.gudka@oauk-nw.org 
 
eCommunications  
Khilit 
khilit.shah@oauk-nw.org 

 
Oshwal EKTA 

Mandals 
Every Monday and 

Thursday 
10:30am – 3:30pm 

Please bring packed lunch with you 

and enjoy with your friends and 

relatives 
£2.00 per session  

(OAUK Members Only) 

 

Bhakti Sandhya 

@EKTA 
 

Every last* Wednesday 

of the Month 

8:15pm – 9:45pm 

Come and immerse yourself in 
Bhakti through devotional songs 
(stavans) performed by talented 

young singers and musicians 

MAHESH SHAH 
780 464 8197 

 

* Date’s may change. 

Updated information available on 

oshwal.co.uk/areas/northwest 

 
 

Bhukhar 
@ All Saints Church Hall 

Queensbury; HA8 5PQ 
 

Yearly subscription  

£35.00 (members)  
£50.00 (non-members) 

Pay As you go  

£5.00 (members)  
£8.00 (non-members) 

 

Contact Details 
Sailes Shah –  
07745 871 623 

Mahendra Chandaria –   
07714 712713 

Amu Shah - 07816 368 157 
Satish Shah-07506 550448 

  
Whist Drive 

@Oshwal Ekta Centre 

 
£6.00 members  

£8.50 for non members 
 

Dilharbhai –  
07870 846 729 
Premharbhai –  
020 8723 8368 
Sailesbhai –  
07745 871 623 

 
Scrabble Club 

@Oshwal Ekta Centre 

£6.00 - Members 
£8.50 – Non Members 

 
Mina Haria –  
07904 728870 

North West Area
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South Area
 
Chairman’s message 
Dear Oshwal Members 

At the Annual General Meeting, on Sunday, 24 March 2014, a new committee was elected to 
serve for the next two years. 

Going forward, many activities, programmes and events have been organised.  Many of you have 
attended these functions and your support is very much appreciated.  Please continue to support 
these functions. 

We have volunteers who are able to come and help whenever they can.  I would like to put on 
record their help and this is very much appreciated.  I would like to make an appeal for more 
volunteers.  Please come and help wherever, and whenever you can.  It is of benefit to all of us. 

We have our Gujarati School where pupils are able to learn our mother tongue.  We have staff 
and parents and extended families who are dedicated for helping where possible.  I would like to 
express our appreciation and gratitude and also thank all of you. 

There are different clubs and activities running where you are most welcome to take part.  The 
respective Portfolio Holder will be able to provide further information.  Do contact them. 

We have allocated the various portfolios to the elected committee members.  These are listed 
below. 

We hold South Area Committee meetings on Tuesday evenings on a monthly basis.  You are 
welcome to attend these meetings as observers.  If you wish to avail yourself of this opportunity, 
please let me know in advance and I will make arrangements. 

We have a Ghar Dehraser.  The members of the Satsang Mandal come together on Saturday 
afternoons and also on other days to carry out religious activities.  Please come and support 
these. 

I would like to make an appeal to all of you – we have a Mahajanwadi – your Mahajanwadi.  Do 
please come and support the events and functions that are organised.  This is a place where you 
can meet and relax. 

Dhirubhai K L Shah  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notice of Annual General Meeting 2015 

Sunday 22 March 2015 

Start time – 2pm onwards 

South London Mahajanwadi 

1 Campbell Road, Croydon CR0 2SQ 

Email: dklshah@hotmail.co.uk 
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~ Heading ~

Life Coaching
Jayaben, is a qualified Life coach who has kindly offered her 
services to help raise funds for the Oshwal Shakti Centre, as 
well as to help people achieve their goals.
To contact Jayaben: email jmind2more@gmail.com or 
text on 07572 122938.
Jayaben is available to all areas.

Shakti Centre
Available for private hire for parties, gatherings or other 
functions.
Please enquire at the centre.

The Fundraising Committee would like to take this 
opportunity to thank all those who have made donations 
towards the Oshwal Shakti Centre. More funds are still 
required for the purchase cost of the centre. If you would like 
to donate please contact the office.

Coming events to look forward to
Hand Craft classes Monday 16th March 2015 from 8pm to 9pm at Shakti Centre.

AGM West Area Sunday 29th March 2015 at Shakti Centre,
Time – 3.30pm till 6pm (refreshments will be served)

Beauty Day End of March. For more details contact Shejal on 07825 371 875.

Regular Events at Shakti Centre during 2015

Pathsala classes held every Sunday between 9am & 10am.
For more information please call Diptiben on 0208 737 7746 or Dipakben on 0208 230 1694.

Wednesday Social Club held every Wednesday from 2pm to 5pm.
Come and play cards, join in the yoga class or Satsang or simply socialise.

NEED A HAIRCUT? Come and have one on the last Wednesday of every month. All are welcome.
Please contact Keshubhai for further information.

New in 2015 Arts and craft evening classes – contact Trupti 07883 071242 (evenings and weekends)

Karata Club – contact Dhirubhai 07960 631602

50+ Luncheon – contact Keshubhai

Youth Club – contact westareaclub@oshwal.org

Sponsorship
Many of the above events can be sponsored to celebrate Birthdays, Anniversaries or in 
Remembrance/Memory of loved ones. If you would like to sponsor an event or find out anything else 
Oshwal related, please Contact Keshubhai (Colombo) Tel: 020 8570 7585 or Mobile: 07735 382657
between 2pm and 10pm only.

West Area
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~ Enabling Network Sports and Social Club ~

bOUNCES of fun

Preston Manor School Gym
2 Alternate Fridays a month. Spring terms 
starts 16th Jan 2015, 8-9.30pm.
For more details contact Sanjay  07552187315  
or  Sarita 07739506850 or en@oshwal.org

A special community

laughter
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~ OAUK Racquet Sports ~

The Oshwal Youth Committee hosted a very successful Racquet Sports Tournament on 12th October 2014 
at Harrow Leisure Centre where we saw 270+ participants battle it out in Badminton, Table Tennis,
Squash and for the first time ever Polybat! 

Polybat is a bat/ball net game which is played on a table tennis table with the net removed. The aim of the 
game is to hit the ball over the opponent’s end of the table, or cause them to play a fault by lifting the ball 
off the table surface. Thank you to the OAUK Enabling Network in helping run the event. 

The talent, competitiveness and camaraderie that was displayed on the day was fantastic and the 
atmosphere throughout was invigorating.  

Thanks for 
organising such a 
great event, it was 
a very enjoyable 
day and met so 
many familiar 
faces after long 
gaps. 
We as a family had 
a fabulous time.”

A special mention goes to the Organising Committee – Paras Shah, Anjali Gudhka, Hitesh Gudka, Khilna 
Shah, Kunjal Haria, Amit and Dina Patani, Nirav Shah, Nishul Shah and Sanjay Shah. Also to those who 
helped run events on the day, we are truly grateful: 

Squash – Rajeev Shah, Ronak Shah and Keval Shah 
TT & Polybat – Sanjay Shah, Nilesh Shah, Anuj Shah, Urvina 
Shah and Kalpi Shah 
Badminton – Hitesh Gudka, Jinal Shah, Rishi Shah, Jiten Shah 
and Narendra Shah 

                          Photographer – Rakhee Shah 

Many other people also helped on the day, and the whole Youth Committee thanks you, as the event would 
not be able to run without your support.   
 
 

 

              

The level of play across the sports was stepped up again this year, especially in Squash where the 45+ 
Mens category exhibited quality throughout the field. 

“It was an amazing tournament and 
we are lucky as a community to have 
such opportunities. Well done and 
look forward to next year. “ 

OAUK Racquet Sports
Tournament 2014 By Paras J Shah
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~ OAUK Racquet Sports ~

Table Tennis saw some great rallies with the ball flying back and forth at speeds of 100mph+! The skills 
demonstrated by keeping the ball on the table as well as the agility of the players was very exciting to 
watch. 

Badminton players were stretched to their limits playing in the round robin format before progressing to 
knock-out stages; it was great to see so many different ages partaking and many are already looking 
forward to next year!   
 

 

 

 

        

  

 

 

  
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
Thank you to our Sponsors: 

* Ramnikbhai and Ramaben (North East Area) provided light refreshments, in memory of Kunj Shah and 
Krutika Shah. 
* http://www.tennisnuts.com/ have given each OAUK Members 5% discount on all their products online and 
in store. CODE: OAUK. 
* Pictures will be available soon on the Oshwal website! www.oshwal.co.uk/sports

“A massive thanks for organising the day - everything ran 
very smoothly and on time - that can only be attributed to 
your team’s hard work and commitment in the run up to 
the tournament. The boys had a fantastic time - even their 
dad is now enthused about training up to participate next 
year!” 

“We would like to CONGRATULATE you and 
your team in organising such a fantastic 
tournament. Your team did a fantastic job 
organising and running all the matches in a 
very calm and collective way. There was great 
sportsmanship and fantastic games. Our family 
had a lovely time, thank you and well done.” 

“Just to say Thank You very much for organising 
such a wonderful event bringing together so 
many keen sports enthusiasts and participants 
of different age groups. 
The event was extremely well organised and a 
great job done by all the volunteers. Everyone I 
spoke to was so polite and helpful giving the 
correct advice. 
We as participants, had a great time playing 
with fellow Oshwals creating friendship and 
fellowship amongst ourselves. 
Keep It Up and we all look forward to the next 
event soon.” 

“Thank you so much; my daughter had 
so much fun and is keen to return next 
year. Please keep our name on your 
list for such events.”

OAUK Racquet Sports Tournament
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~ OAUK Racquet Sports ~

 

              

 

  
Our congratulations to the winners in all the events and our thanks to all the participants and volunteers 
who made this event the success it was. Looking forward to the 2015 edition!!!  

 

WINNER RUNNER UP THIRD PLACE 
BADMINTON U12 BOYS SINGLES Aaryan Haria Anish Doshi Chaand Shah 
BADMINTON U12/U16 BOYS DOUBLES Chaand Shah / Meer Shah Aaryan Haria / Anish Doshi Akshay Doshi / Shivam Dahya 
BADMINTON U12 GIRLS SINGLES Riana Shah Kreeya Shah Radha Haria 
BADMINTON U16 BOYS SINGLES Meer Nikunj Shah Kian Shah Rahil Haria 
BADMINTON U16 GIRLS SINGLES Neha Shah Symran Shah Aanya Gudka 
BADMINTON U25 MENS SINGLES Nirav J Shah Ishan Shah Nishul Shah 

BADMINTON U25 MENS DOUBLES Nirav Shah / Punit Shah Nirav J Shah / Rikesh Shah Adarsh G Shah / Meer Nikunj 
Shah 

BADMINTON U25 LADIES SINGLES Keya Patani Jaina Shah Meera Ashok Shah 
BADMINTON U25 MIXED DOUBLES Arjun Shah / Keya Patani Nirav J Shah / Krushita Shah Raaj Bipin Shah / Sonam Shah 
BADMINTON OPEN MENS SINGLES Arjun Shah Jinesh Shah Nikhil Shah 

BADMINTON OPEN MENS DOUBLES Jinesh Shah / Nishil Shah Bandish Shah / Mahendra 
Nagda Arjun Shah / Hitesh Shah 

BADMINTON OPEN LADIES SINGLES Keya Patani Neena Binesh Shah Anjali Gudhka 

BADMINTON OPEN LADIES DOUBLES Nikki Shah / Preena 
Gandhi 

Neena Binesh Shah / Sangita 
Shah Anupa Shah / Sonali Shah 

BADMINTON OPEN MIXED DOUBLES Ashish Patani / Preena 
Gandhi Jinesh Shah / Priya Shah Arjun Shah / Keya Patani 

BADMINTON 45+ MENS SINGLES Punil Shah Hitesh Shah Shyam Gudka 

BADMINTON 45+ MENS DOUBLES Mahendra Nagda / Punil 
Shah Nitin Shah / Sanjay Shah Jiten Shah / Narendra Shah 

BADMINTON 45+ MIXED DOUBLES Kirit Shah / Swapna Shah Vinod Hemraj Shah / 
Neeshma Shah - 

POLYBAT OPEN MIXED SINGLES Nehal Shah Nirav Shah Parul Shah 

SQUASH U12 MIXED SINGLES Anya Shah Vyaan Milan Shah Meha Shah 
SQUASH U16 BOYS SINGLES Kush Anuj Shah Dhruv Shah Jaimin Shah 
SQUASH U25 MENS SINGLES Ishan Shah Kush Anuj Shah Dil Shah 
SQUASH OPEN MENS SINGLES Nikhil Shah Nitin Shah Dilip Shah 
SQUASH OPEN LADIES SINGLES Meera Ashok Shah Anya Shah Jyotika Shah 
SQUASH 45+ MENS SINGLES Dilip Shah Nitin Shah Apul Shah 

TABLE TENNIS U12 BOYS SINGLES Chaand Shah Akshay Shah Akash Shah 
TABLE TENNIS U12 GIRLS SINGLES Ariya Shah Raina Shah Neha Shah 
TABLE TENNIS U16 BOYS SINGLES Nikhil Shah Rithik Popat Akash Shah 
TABLE TENNIS U16 BOYS DOUBLES Jaimin Shah / Akash Shah Akshay Doshi / Rithik Popat - 
TABLE TENNIS U25 MENS SINGLES Khushil Shah Tej Shah Kush Anuj Shah 
TABLE TENNIS U25 MENS DOUBLES Tej Shah / Vishal Malde Kush Anuj Shah / Sarit Shah - 
TABLE TENNIS OPEN MENS SINGLES Ajay Shah Khushil Shah Paras Shah 
TABLE TENNIS OPEN MENS DOUBLES Ajay Shah / Avin Shah Mitesh Dhanani / Paras Shah Khushil Shah / Savan B Shah 
TABLE TENNIS OPEN LADIES SINGLES Raksha Gudka Purvi Shah Ananti Milan Shah 
TABLE TENNIS 45+ MENS SINGLES Ajay Shah Anuj Shah Jitendra Shah 

TABLE TENNIS 45+ MENS DOUBLES Sandip Shah / Sanjay 
Shah Nilesh Shah / Anuj Shah Ashok Hemraj Shah / Vinod 

Hemraj Shah 

OAUK Racquet Sports Tournament
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~ 31st Oshwal Sports Day ~

~~ 31ST Oshwal Sports Day – Organising Secretaries Report ~ 

For many Oshwals the end of 2014 was marked by the 31st Oshwal Sports Day. After months of the planning 
the three day tournament kicked off with a bang on Saturday 6th December and continued on Sunday 7th and
14th December at Harrow Leisure Centre.

Day One  

On Saturday, the opening event was Basketball witnessing exceptional baskets, quick tags in Kho followed 
by Benchball and Football. This year it was a great pleasure to re-introduce Swimming, a great event for 
participants to demonstrate their talent in water. We saw participants from age 6 to over 36 swimming three 
different strokes; back stroke, breast stroke and freestyle. We closed Swimming with a final team event, the 
“relay”.

  
(Basketball)           (Benchball) 

Day Two 

The second day began with an early start continuing the games from the previous day where we observed 
wonderful passes in Benchball and parents showed off their competiveness by dodging the ball in Dodgeball. 
As we approached the middle of the day, the spectators starting moving around watching many falls, dives 
and tough games of Volleyball in Arena One whilst the ladies showed of their stamina and strength in Netball 
in Arena Three. Let’s not forget about Darts which was also taking place on Sunday in the Multi-Purpose 
room where we saw exceptional skills and determination from players. 

            
(Volleyball)      (Netball) 

31st Oshwal Sports Day
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~ 31st Oshwal Sports Day ~

(Kho)       (Dodgeball)  

Day Three 

A milestone was achieved in our Sports tournament where members of Enabling Network came to the arena 
and demonstrated their exceptional talent and skills. All games from the Sports tournament were stopped 
and all spectators came together to watch, support and cheer 20 Oshwal Enabling Network members playing 
a game of Boccia. Boccia is a recognised Paralympic game where the aim is to throw balls close to the white 
target ball.  

(Boccia – Enabling Network team)    (Football) 

We witnessed intense games of Football admiring remarkable goals and astonishing saves by the goal 
keeper. As we embarked on the final event of the tournament, the participants got ready to show off their 
endurance and speed. The crowd went wild as the first team reached the finishing line in Circuit Training. 
Meanwhile, Chokri was taking place at Oshwal Centre which was enjoyed by participants of all ages.  

The final day was completed by a wonderful dinner prepared by generous volunteers and the much awaited 
presentation ceremony.  

We began the presentation ceremony by presenting each member of the Enabling Network with an award to 
recognise their amazing talent and determination to succeed. The atmosphere was electric with all areas 
supporting and cheering the teams and the winners.  

Congratulations to NORTH AREA who were declared the overall winners of 2014!  
Special congratulations to Radha Haria and Aaron Somaia who were awarded the Best Sports Girl and 
Sports Boy awards and Aisha Patel and Amar Gudka who were awarded the Best Sports Lady and Sports 
Man award.  

31st Oshwal Sports Day
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~ 31st Oshwal Sports Day ~

(Aaron Somaia, Aisha Patel, Amar Gudka, Radha Haria)

We would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to the sponsors, volunteers, participants and 
spectators for making this event a spectacular success and congratulations to all the winners! 

Khilna Shah & Hitesh Gudka 
Organising Secretaries 

For detailed results and more photos of the day, please visit www.oshwal.co.uk/sports

RESULTS 

EVENT 1ST POSITION 2ND POSITION 3RD POSITION

U12 BENCHBALL NORTH NORTH WEST SOUTH

U12 DODGEBALL NORTH NORTH WEST SOUTH

O35 DODGEBALL NORTH NORTH WEST SOUTH

U12 KHO NORTH WEST NORTH SOUTH

U16 KHO NORTH WEST NORTH NORTH EAST

16-34 KHO NORTH WEST NORTH WEST

U16 BASKETBALL NORTH WEST NORTH SOUTH

LADIES BASKETBALL NORTH WEST WEST NORTH

MENS BASKETBALL WEST NORTH WEST NORTH

U12 FOOTBALL NORTH WEST NORTH SOUTH

U16 FOOTBALL NORTH WEST NORTH NORTH EAST

LADIES FOOTBALL NORTH WEST NORTH WEST

MENS FOOTBALL WEST NORTH WEST NORTH EAST

NETBALL NORTH WEST WEST NORTH EAST

VOLLEYBALL NORTH EAST NORTH NORTH WEST

CHOKRI NORTH NORTH EAST NORTH WEST

U16 CIRCUIT TRAINING NORTH WEST NORTH SOUTH

O16 CIRCUIT TRAINING NORTH WEST NORTH WEST

DARTS - LADIES SINGLES NORTH NORTH EAST NORTH WEST

DARTS - MENS SINGLES LUTON NORTH NORTH EAST

DARTS - LADIES DOUBLES NORTH NORTH EAST NORTH WEST

DARTS - MENS DOUBLES NORTH NORTH WEST SOUTH

DARTS - MIXED DOUBLE NORTH NORTH WEST SOUTH

31st Oshwal Sports Day
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~ 31st Oshwal Sports Day ~

SWIMMING CATEGORY 1ST POSITION 2ND POSITION 3RD POSITION

BACKSTROKE FEMALE: 9 AND UNDER SOUTH NORTH NORTH WEST

BACKSTROKE MALE: 9 AND UNDER NORTH NORTH WEST NORTH EAST

BACKSTROKE FEMALE: 10-11 NORTH WEST SOUTH NORTH

BACKSTROKE MALE: 10-11 NORTH WEST NORTH WEST

BACKSTROKE FEMALE: 12-13 EAST NORTH NORTH WEST

BACKSTROKE MALE: 12-13 SOUTH NORTH NORTH WEST

BACKSTROKE FEMALE: 14-24 WEST NORTH NORTH EAST

BACKSTROKE FEMALE: 25-35 NORTH WEST NORTH WEST

BACKSTROKE MALE: 25-35 NORTH WEST WEST NORTHAMPTON

BACKSTROKE FEMALE: OVER 36 NORTH WEST NORTH NORTH EAST

BACKSTROKE MALE: OVER 36 NORTH WEST SOUTH NORTH EAST

BREASTROKE FEMALE: 9 AND UNDER SOUTH NORTH NORTH EAST

BREASTROKE MALE: 9 AND UNDER NORTH WEST NORTH EAST NORTH

BREASTROKE FEMALE: 10-11 WEST NORTH NORTH WEST

BREASTROKE MALE: 10-11 NORTH LUTON EAST

BREASTROKE FEMALE: 12-13 NORTH WEST NORTH NORTH EAST

BREASTROKE MALE: 12-13 NORTH NORTH WEST NORTH EAST

BREASTROKE MALE: 14-15 LUTON NORTH NORTH WEST

BREASTROKE FEMALE: 14-24 NORTH WEST NORTH WEST

BREASTROKE MALE: 16-24 WEST NORTH WEST NORTH EAST

BREASTROKE MALE: 25-35 NORTH WEST NORTH WEST

BREASTROKE FEMALE: OVER 36 NORTH WEST LUTON NORTH EAST

BREASTROKE MALE: OVER 36 SOUTH WEST NORTH WEST

FREESTYLE FEMALE: 9 AND UNDER NORTH WEST NORTH SOUTH

FREESTYLE MALE: 9 AND UNDER NORTH NORTH WEST NORTH EAST

FREESTYLE FEMALE: 10-11 WEST NORTH WEST SOUTH

FREESTYLE MALE: 10-11 NORTH LUTON EAST

FREESTYLE FEMALE: 12-13 NORTH EAST NORTH EAST

FREESTYLE MALE: 12-13 SOUTH NORTH EAST NORTH

FREESTYLE MALE: 14-15 NORTH LUTON NORTH WEST

FREESTYLE MALE: 16-24 WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH

FREESTYLE FEMALE: 25-35 NORTH EAST NORTH WEST WEST

FREESTYLE MALE: 25-35 NORTH NORTH WEST SOUTH

FREESTYLE FEMALE: OVER 36 LUTON NORTH WEST NORTH

FREESTYLE MALE: OVER 36 NORTH WEST SOUTH WEST

RELAY NORTH NORTH WEST NORTH EAST

31st Oshwal Sports Day
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~ A Hundred-Year Life of Contentment ~

Last month Rupaben turned 100 years old
and was thrilled to receive a birthday card
from Her Majesty the Queen.
Born on 1 January 1915 in the village of Goinj, Rupaben
was the youngest of four sisters and one brother born
to Vejiben and Lakhtir Raja Haria, previously of Padana.
She remembers her father working on a farm and
crushing tobacco to make bidis. As was the case in
those times, she did not have any formal education.

She married at a young age to Lakhamshi Pethraj
Galaiya of Lakhabawal and three months later she
emigrated from India to Kenya to settle in Nairobi,
never to see her parents again. Lakhamshibhai owned
a provision store in Njugu Lane and was known for
wearing a distinctive white long coat and a black topi.
Lakhamshibhai's previous wives, Puriben and Himaben,
had passed away and Rupaben joined the family which
consisted of Devchandbhai (son of Puriben) and
Kasturben and Chunilal (children of Himaben).

Devchandbhai married Jomabai one and a half years
into Rupaben's marriage. Later, Kasturben married
Ottamchandbhai and Chunilal married Rambhaben.

Rupaben learnt cooking from her sister-in-
law,Muriben, who was the mother of Vrajpar Sojpar
Shah and a neighbour Lakhmiben. Rupaben and her
daughter-in-law Jomabai, who were of a similar age,
had a very close relationship and Rupaben was taught
cooking and embroidery by Jomabai, who passed away
over a year ago.

Rupaben's first son Somchand (m. Sushila) was born
when she was 18 years of age. She then had a daughter
Rambhaben (m Keshavlal) and two sons Naresh (m.
Sila) & Bharat (m. Leena).

The early years of her marriage were hard as Rupaben
took on a lot of responsibilities and looked after the
children. Rupaben is known for her calm demeanor and
was particularly fond of her nephew Nathalal (son of
Khetshi Pethraj), who she considered one of her own.
She is affectionately regarded as "Mota Ba" by all her
nephews & nieces.

Her husband Lakhamshibhai died of a heart attack in
1964. Thereafter, in the 1970s she moved back to India
and resided in Jamnagar before coming to the UK in
1981 and currently lives with her son Bharat and
daughter-in-law Leena.

Her hundred years have been marked by both
happiness - in the form of family weddings and births
of so many grandchildren (22), great-grandchildren (29)
and great great grandchildren (6) - and by sadness
through the death of some of her children,
grandchildren, great-grandchildren or their spouses.

Despite her age, Rupaben is extremely mobile and is
able to look after herself. She was a very good cook and
is particularly fond of mung curry and dhebra and has
a sweet tooth for motia ladoo and boondi ladoo. She
enjoys the company of visitors.

We would like to wish her many happy and healthy
returns.

We would like to feature other interesting stories from our members so please send us your stories for future publications.
Send to The EditorSudhir M Shahsudhirmeghjishah@gmail.com
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~  Jasodaben Raichand Hansraj Shah – 100th Birthday ~
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Jasodaben Raichand Hansraj 
Shah - 100 on 1.1.2015

Jasodaben with the Mayor of Harrow (left) & Councillor of Harrow (right) Jasodaben at home

Born Padana 1.1.1915. Parents Karamshi
Khimji and Pachiben. Jasodaben came to
Thika at a young age of 10 months. Her 
schooling was in Nairobi as there were no 
schools in Thika. Jasodaben is a truly re-
markable lady. Despite her age she has a 
remarkable memory and takes interest in
everything happening locally & internationally.

Profile reader in Gujarati ... She forgets
everything around her and is lost in her 
reading ... be it newspaper or a magazine or 
a religious book. She also manages to read
simple English and reads the Headlines in 
English newspapers. Also watches News
and Hindi / Gujarati Serials. Her memory
is so good that she remembers the names
of not only her immediate family but also
many people whom she came to know in her 
younger days and also whom she is related to.

During her visits to London she travelled in 
most of the London buses and knew which 
bus to take. She knew most of the Bus routes. 
When travelling in a car, if the person driv-
ing the car takes a different route from the

normal route she is familiar with, she            
immediately comments on the changed
route ... such is her memory.

A very practical wise person who got      
married at a very young age (15 / 16) 
yrs). She brought up seven sons and four                 
daughters; and also took care of her sister-
in-law (Jethani’s) children when her Jethani
passed away.

Very alert mentally with a sharp memory.
Remembers Names / connections of family
members / relatives and Oshwal community
members from years ago.

She is able to sign her name in English. Very 
inquisitive & keen to learn about modern
times. She conducted business in her younger 
days. Used to go & buy material at Whiteways 
in Nairobi where mainly English people used
to shop in the Colonial days. She then traded
in this material in her locality.

Jasodaben now resides in Kenton, Harrow
with her daughter in law.
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~ The Oshwal Pharmacists ~

“ ઓશવાળ ફામસી” [ ટોપ ]

ચે રટટટ વોવ કમાં [પગપાળેળળ ચાલીલલ ને] સેવા ફાળોળ ઉઘરાવવામાં વૂૂવવ િસિિ ને વટટટ ગયા

ઓશવાળ ફામસીના સ યો લગભગ વીસેસસક વષષષથીથથ ચેચચ રટટટ વોવ કનીનન યોય જના કરતા આ યા છેછછ અનેનન ુદા
ુદા ઔષધ સબંધંીધધ ના અથથથ તથા બીબબ સહાયક સં થાઓ માટટટ તેતતઓએ અ યાર ધુીધધ માં પાચં લાખ

[૫૦૦,૦૦૦ ] પાઉ ડથીથથ વધારરર ઉઘરા યા છેછછ.

ઔષધ સબંધંીના અથની સં થાઓમાં ટશ હાટટટ ફાઉ ડડડશન, ટશ ડાયાબેબબ ટક એસોસ િસિિ યેયયશન,
મેમમકિમિિ લન કકક સર રસચચચ, પા કનસ સ .ુકકક. આ થમા .ુકકક., નેનનશનલ ઓ ટયોય પરોર િસિિ સ કકક પેપપઇન, એઇજ
ક સનનન, ો ટટટટ કકક સર ચેચચ રટ , માઇ ડ [MIND], સેસસ ર ા .ુકકક., ેટ ઓમમમ ડ હોહ પટલ વગેગગરરરનોન સમાવેવવશ
થાય છે.

બીબબ આદરપા સં થાઓ નેનન સહાય કરરરલીલલ છેછછ તેતત છેછછ: ભારતમાં પટનાનીનન ખોખ માટટટનીનન હોહ પટલ, .ુકકક.
ઓશવાળ એસોસ િસિિ યેયયશન, આિશિિ યાના ઓ ટઝમ અપીપપ લ ુ બઈ, નારાયણ સેસસવા સં થા [ ઉદય રુમાં
પોપ લયોય કકક ], ભારતમાં િવિિ રાયતન લૂ ઓફ ફામમમસીસસ , બીબબ સં થાઓ સાથેથથ જુરાતના ધરતીતત કંપ
સમયે.

છે લે ૨૯ ૂન ૨૦૧૪ના ચે રટ  વોકની યોજના થયલેી યારરર ૪૩,૦૦૦ પાઉ ડ ઉઘરા યા હતા. આ ફડં
સૈસસથીથથ મોમ ું “ટોપ” ારા ચેચચ રટટટ વોવ કમાં થ ું છેછછ. તેતતમાં ૩૦૦ ય તઓએ ભાગ લીધો હતો માં ૪૦ સોળ
વષષષ નીનન ચેચચના બાળકોક હતા. માગગગમાં આનેનન વ ચેચચ ના તાપાણીણણ નોન બદંોદ બ ત કરરરલોલ હતોત . ગરમ ફુફફ
જમવાનાનીનન સગવડ ચાલવામાં ભાગ લેલલનારાઓ તથા સેસસવા આપનારાઓ માટટટ કરવામાં આવીવવ હતીતત .

આ વખતે છ સેવા સં થાઓને મદદ કર  હતી:

પા કનસ સ .ુક.
માઇ ડ - [ મોટર રૂૂોર ન ડઝીઝઝ ઝ]
આઇ.એચ.સીસસ .સીસસ . [સાભળવામાં તકલીલલ ફ હોહ ય તેવા બાળકોક - ગુા ડામા]ં
મેકિમિિ લન ક સર
ક સર વાળા બાળકોક
ઓરબસ [ ખનીનન નજર માટ મદદ]

ટોપના કિમટ ના સ યો છે: કુકકશ, દલપ, હતેતતશ, રા ુલા, ઉષા, ભરત, કરન, જ ,ુ પરરરશ, અિ ન,
રતેશ અને અિનલ
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~ The Oshwal Pharmacists ~

" THE OSHWAL PHARMACISTS "  ( TOP )

 Breaks a record amount raised at a
Charity Walk

The Oshwal Pharmacists have been organising
Charity Walks for almost 20 years and have raised
well over £ 500,000 for various medical and other
Charities.

The medical Charities include British Heart
Foundation, British Diabetic Association,
Macmillan Cancer Reasearch, Parkinson's UK,
Asthma UK, National Osteoporosis campaign, Age
Concern, Prostate Cancer Charity, MIND, Cerebra
UK, Great Ormond Hospital

Other worthy Charities supported were :
Veerayatan Eye Hospital in Patna, India,  Oshwal
Association of the UK., Ashiana Autism Appeal
Mumbai, Narayan Seva Sanstha (polio centre in
Udaipur), Veerayatan School of Pharmacy in India,
Jointly with other organisations during  Gujarat
earthquake.

Once again a Charity Walk was organised on
Sunday 29 June 2014 when a substantial sum of
over £ 43,000 was raised.  This is the highest
amount raised in a walk organised by TOP.   300
walkers participated out of which almost 40 were

children under 16. Refreshments were provided
on the route and at mid-point check.  A hot buffet
lunch was provided to both, walkers and
volunteers.  50 volunteers assisted during the walk
on the route and at lunch time.

Six Charities supported this year are :

PARKINSON'S UK

MND ( MOTOR NEURONE DISEASE )

IHCC ( HELPING CHILDREN WITH HEARING
DIFFICULTY IN UGANDA )

MACMILLAN CANCER

CHILDREN WITH CANCER

ORBIS ( HELPING WITH EYE SIGHT )

TOP committee members are Mukesh, Dilip,
Hitesh, Rajula, Usha, Bharat, Kiran, Jayu, Paresh,
Ashvin, Ritesh and Anil
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~ Everest Base Camp Trek ~

'Resham phiriri, Resham phiriri...'  Like a silk ribbon
flying in the air, I wish to fly over the hills... A  fitting
sound track to the fourteen days we spent playing in
God's back garden; the general air of camaraderie and
laughs greeted us as we  trekked through the breath-
taking, albeit formidable, mountain range of the
Himalayas.  Our two week trek, during which we
ascended four summits, all over 5200m, in four days,
was certainly a surreal yet strenuous experience. Most
of us signed up for this 'bucket list' challenge aware of
the toll it would inevitably take on our bodies, but as
none of us are getting younger, we decided to attempt
it before it was too late.

Climbing in the Himalayas, where the air is thinner as
it only has 50% of regular oxygen levels, requires a
reasonable degree of fitness, and so everyone was
warned that being unfit would have a huge impact not
only on the individual but also on the group and so our
journey began with a 20 week training schedule, which
enabled us to get to know each other and soon a strong
bond was formed with all the trekkers. Training took
place in rain, hail, snow and ice at Chess Valley,
Dunstable Downs, Chiltern Hills, Yorkshire and
Derbyshire 3 peaks, Boxhill, with the biggest challenge
being Mount Toubkal in Morocco.

Prior to the trek, planning meetings were held by
Mukeshbhai our group co-ordinator, where a
comprehensive kit list was sent to everyone and over
the weeks people gathered their paraphernalia. It was
important to organise such a large group into three
smaller teams to facilitate different leaving times and
to pass on information efficiently, and consisted of a
Captain, Vice-Captain, Medic and a photographer.
Before our departure, we met one evening and packed
400kgs of old clothes, shoes, books and stationary to
take with us to give to the local villagers in Nepal. This
was not intended to be a charitable trip, however as a
bonus achievement, all the walkers donated over £5k
in total. This sponsored 2 teachers, 12 school children,
3 university students and the construction of 2 roofs
for old people's homes.

Finally, on 1st November 2014, the K2K group of 29
people started their trek from Kathmandu to Kala
Patther. Our adventure began in Lukla; an airstrip
classified as one of the most dangerous in the world.
Over the 14 days we trekked up and down from Lukla,
Phakding, Namche, Dhole, Machhermo, Gokyo,
GokyoRi, Thangna, Chola Pass, Dzongla, Lobuche,

GorakShep, Kala Patther, Everest Base Camp, Periche,
Tengboche and Manju.  The walks ranged from 3-12
hours a day, and the terrain varied in terms of incline,
boulders, narrow ridges, snow, ice, valleys, trees and
glaciers.

The views on this trek were unworldly, and the first
remarkable scene we were treated to was three cobalt-
blue lakes encased by towering, snow-veiled
mountains, on the way to Gokyo. The hardest part of
the trek would have to be after Gokyo; waking up very
early to see the stunning sunrise at GokyoRi was worth
the steep 500m hike up at 3am cloaked by the morning
darkness; fumbling up the mountain in the ice box
caging us was only made possible with the unwavering
support of fellow walkers and guides. Our longest walk
day was 12 hours on Chola pass, made unforgettable
by the myriad of coloured glaciers en route; this
brilliant walk was made all the more exciting by the
danger of clambering down the treacherous path,
armed with only ice picks and our infallible guides.  We
were consumed by awe to see nature revealing its
menacing power in the form of an avalanche, which we
witnessed whilst heading towards Everest Base Camp.
The sunrise again at Kala Patther gave us mountains
capped in orange radiance; the panoramic view from
here was particularly special as it is one of the few
places in the world from where one can see three peaks
over 8000 meters, namely, Everest, Lhotse and Makalu,
all having the illusion of being a mere arm's reach away.

The whole group stayed together in simple and basic
tea houses en route; and always had breakfast, lunch
and dinner together. Each day the captains and the
head guide would plan the ideal timings for the next
day. Most days it was 5, 6, 7 am schedule; which meant
that we wake up at 5, breakfast at 6 and leave by 7.
Breakfast consisted of porridge and Tibetan bread with
masala tea, whilst hot lunch varied from pasta to
momos (Nepalese delicacy which is like Chinese
dumplings that melt in your mouth), and dinner started
with garlic soup and dhaalbhat. Most days when we
reached our destination at the tea houses the guides
would have hot ginger tea ready which we enjoyed with
chevdo, paak and other nasto. In the evenings we
would sit around the bambou fire and reflect upon our
journey in good humour and high spirits, whilst the
medics would help everyone with their ailments and
altitude sickness.
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~ Everest Base Camp Trek ~

The conditions in which we trekked presented a
significant aspect of the challenge we had embarked
on, which was not just physical but also mental. The
sanitation was poor and occasionally dire; tea houses
varied from having one or two sinks to be shared
amongst the 29 of us, to some even having en-suites!
By far the bitter cold was the most challenging to
endure, with temperatures hovering around 0 degrees
and plummeting to -20 degrees on the summit nights.
The limited source of heat came from kerosene heaters
for a few precious hours in the communal areas at each
camp. To add to the lack of 'necessities', the electricity
was finite, whilst the phone signal and wifi connections
became sparser the further up we ascended. As we had
expected, endurance was as essential as the walking
itself for going a fortnight without the daily comforts
we were so accustomed to having.

This wasn't a walk in the park by any stretch of
imagination. We all pushed our bodies to the limit and
to add to our drama there were four casualties who
suffered altitude sickness and had to be helicoptered
down to Kathmandu.  A highlight of the journey was
the abundance of local people we met on the
mountain; the school children were talkative yet
adorable, and the teenagers were carrying heavy loads
of up to 110 kgs up and down the mountains - they
were certainly an eye opener into how easy our lives
are in comparison.  However, the best part of this trek
was the company. The bonding through the sharing of
food, banter, dancing, impromptu sing-a-longs and the

support we provided for each other made this already
extraordinary trip an unforgettable experience. This
adventure was undoubtedly no small feat, and one we
are proud to have achieved for the sights bestowed
upon us, memories we will treasure, and the inner
strength we found in conquering this formidably
stunning Himalayan trek.

For those we have hopefully convinced to embark upon
this experience, all you need to enjoy the adventure is
good shoes, eye for nature, peaceful silence,
encouraging friends, voice for singing, sense of humour,
and huge heart and lungs to take in the breath taking
scenery!

Here are the names of all the K2K trekkers:  Alka Patel,
Bakul Patani, Dhimant Shah, Dilan Shah, Dilip Shah,
Dipak Shah, Hema Patel, Kamel Bhadresa, Kaushik
Patel, Kirit Shah, Mayoor Patel, Maysuri Patani, Mila
Shah, Minat Patel, Mukesh Shah, Nalin Patel, Nilesh
Chavda, Nirmal Shah, Pankaj Shah, Parimal Patel, Praful
Shah, Pravin Shah, Rishma Shah, Sima Halai, Sneha
Patel, Suresh Shah, Vijay Sood, Vinit Patel, and Vipul
Shah.

This trip was organised by Mukeshbhai Zaverchand
Shah. Photograph by Mayoorbhai Patel

Article written by Mila Dhimant Shah (Mobile:
07962255975 Email: miladhimant@hotmail.co.uk ) and
Ria Chavda.
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~ International Day for Disabled Persons 2014 ~

The 3rd of December marks the International Day of
People with Disabilities. The observance of this day
aims to promote an understanding of disability issues
and mobilise support for the dignity, rights and
wellbeing of persons with disabilities.  Every year, the
day focuses on a different issue. The theme for 2014
was Sustainable Development: The Promise of
Technology.

On behalf of EN and OAUK and to celebrate this day,
we have prepared an e-book to demonstrate how
technology has impacted those with special needs
within our community.

Please join us in celebrating these persons who in our
minds are the real unsung heroes of our community.

Below are a couple of articles extracted from the
e-book which is going to be published on the Oshwal
Website.  To read other articles, please visit the link to
access the e-book on: www.oshwal.co.uk/disability.

How technology has changed
my life!

By Radha Dodhia

I am 25 year old with limited mobility, including limited
reach. There are a number of items of technology that
I have used over the years, some I continue using
regularly whilst others I have had difficulty using.

In this article I write about 4 technology items, namely:

On screen keyboard software, Wivik;

Voice recognised typing software, ViaVoice and
Dragon Naturally Speaking;

Environmental Control systems, which I used both
at a residential college and at home;

iPad for gaming and reading E-books.

WiViK

When I was young I could access a computer keyboard
easily, however, as I got older I have had difficulty
because of the contractures.

WiViK is an onscreen keyboard and word prediction
programme which helps me to type. I need WiViK
because I cannot reach or see the keyboard due to
muscle contractures in my arms and neck. I use a
touchpad mouse to click and select the keys on the
WiViK keyboard.

Below is an image of the screen which appears on the
computer and I just have to take the curser to the letter
or word and click.

This software has been an extremely useful tool for me
to continue to use my laptop. It is the only way for me
to type independently. I used it to do my coursework
both at college and university. Now I mainly use it to
stay in touch with my friends via Facebook.

Voice Recognised Typing Software

There are many types of voice recognised typing
software packages. These software packages predict
the words that I speak and write them on a computer
screen. It requires a lot of training to recognise the
voice and the words correctly. Although it is a good
piece of software, it was a lot of effort for me to use as
I could not speak clearly for a long time. Also it picks
up a lot of background noises so I had to sit in a very
quiet place. At home we bought a package called
ViaVoice but I never really used it well.

At university, I was given Dragon naturally speaking but
I had similar problems as sometimes my speech was
not very clear. When I went to university it seems that
voice recognition software could help with my writing,

How technology has 
changed my life!

By Radha Dodhia
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~ International Day for Disabled Persons 2014 ~

however, although the idea of using this was good it
didn't work well for me.

Environmental Control

There are many different types of Environmental
Control systems that can be used to help disabled
people to be more independent in everyday life. Some
systems have voice activated functions whilst others
are programmed to use buttons like a TV remote
control. It can operate anything with the use of radio
waves. I have used a number of different systems over
the last few years. When I was in college, I used
Environmental Control to open my bedroom door,
switch the lights on and off and call the nurses when I
needed help. At home, I use Environmental Control to
answer the phone, operate the TV and HiFi system and
the DVD player.

iPad

The iPad gives me leisure time and physiotherapy at
the same time. This is because I am stretching my arms
to reach the screen.

There are many apps available that are educational in
different ways. Many of these are through gaming. The
apps that I have on my iPad are: Star Chef, CSI, Kindle,
Starmaker, True or False and Magic puzzles.

When I was young I used to love reading books. I could
sit and read for a long time as I could turn the pages by
myself. For the last few years, I have lost the ability to
do this so my parents or carers had to keep turning
pages for me. However, Kindle has given me the
pleasure of taking up this activity again as now I can
turn the pages independently.

My current favourite games are Star Chef and CSI, and
I regularly do a sing along using Starmaker.

How technology has changed
my life!

By Ronak Shah

My name is Ronak Shah, I am 22 years old, and have
recently graduated in BA Hons degree in Business and
Management at Middlesex University. I'm a special
needs person with an Undiagnosed Neurological
Condition which affects my speech, learning (i.e.
scribing taking notes) and mobility.

Let's be honest, technology is a constant update that
will keep being developed to enhance life as we know
it. Technology has advanced so much since the early
1950's, from the first ever mobile to what we have
currently, iPhones, Androids and Windows. Now a

Days, we have Facebook, WhatsApp messenger, emails
and etc, which makes communication that much more
easier, as all the Oldies (aka Over 50's) say that life used
to be so much simpler back when we were kids. But I
can't ever imagine life without Technology!

During my life, technology has continuously improved
the way we think and act. During the past 3 years,
where I have been at university, I feel that Technology
has amended my lifestyle significantly as it has
enhanced my ability and drive to succeed in life.
Without technology available for me I wouldn't be
where I am today, here's how the technology which I
used have benefited me and my learning:

The use of technology available when I started my 3
year degree was the use of many different software
packages for my computer and the use of a Dictaphone
(known as the DM-5 Voice Recorder).

How technology has impacted my learning?

Through the various computer software packages, the
different software's available for students with special
needs are incredible and mind-blowing, as there are so
many packages in order to assist and support students
learning and contribution with their futures. The
packages which I used were:

Mindjet MindManager - The Mindjet Manager
software is quite a useful tool, as it enabled me to draw
up brainstorms for all my assignments, to give me a
starting point for any assignment, and then export
those brainstorms to various other programs such as
Microsoft Word, Excel, Publisher, PowerPoint and
many more.

Read and Write 10 Gold - The Read and Write program
is exactly what it says in the title, it reads all text which
has been wrote either as a word documentation or on
the internet and also is compatible with Microsoft
Office programs. Read and Write enabled me to read
through my finalised assignments before printing them
out to make any corrections.

Olympus Sonority - The Olympus Sonority software is
connected with a Dictaphone which allowed me to use
my recorded files taken from my DM-5 Voice Recorder
and convert them into audio files, allowing me to listen
to lectures.

Olympus DM-5 Voice Recorder - As stated, the
Olympus DM-5 Voice Recorder, is a necessity device as
it not only allowed me to record and transfer audio
presentations during my lectures, seminars and
workshops, but also allowed me to highlight and make
notes of the information which was being recorded.
Not only did I find this a very vital instrument in my
learning, but also as I found it difficult to read my

How technology has 
changed my life!
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scribers notes, therefore allowing me to make my own
notes, without even lifting a finger.

Plustek OptiBook 3800 Scanner - A dynamic piece of
equipment is my Plustek OptiBook scanner, it was
extremely important to have, as unlike a normal
scanner, this one allows you to scan text books and
have the scanned pages read out, and will also send
the copied text into a document format. I found this
incredibly useful as with the large textbooks we had to
memorise and relate it to various assignments.

Apple iPad Air - I received the iPad Air for my 22nd
birthday, for my final year at university to enhance my
presentations and assist with creative designs for work.
Although, I mainly used my iPad for studies, I have a
few games within the iPad, just in case I get bored. I
found the iPad really useful, as well as allowing me to
have my well-deserved brake, it also was useful
because I had enormous amounts of group work, so I
didn't need to take out a laptop for meetings, therefore
saving me time and energy.

Apple iPhone 4 - I've had this phone for around 4 years,
although it is quite an old model, I am not bothered, as
it gets the job done, sending texts via WhatsApp,
iMessaging and general text messaging. I feel that my
iPhone is my main use of technology as it allows me to
use download apps and keep in constant contact with
friends and family.

How technology has impacted my mobility?

In terms of mobility, I use a Kaye Walker, which allows
me to walk around everywhere I go. However, during
the past years at university I was given an electric
wheelchair, as it was extremely difficult to use my Kaye
Walker around university and to get to my different
lectures, seminars and other activities on time.

The use of the electric wheelchair gave me the freedom
and the ability to do many activities, such as; going to
the gym, meeting with friends on a regular basis, going
out to do different restaurants, visiting shops and it
allowed me to see life from a different prospective.



Om Mahaviray Namah

In Loving Memory
 
 Birth: 14 January 1930 Death: 20 December 2014
 Sika, India Nairobi, Kenya

Late Gomiben Motichand Bharmal Shah

Our Beloved Baa

You will be dearly missed and never forgotten. We will hold you fondly in our 
memories forever.
You were always there to give us support, courage and with your wisdom, always 
advised us on the right path.
You were blessed with amazing strength and through your generosity, humility, 
love and laughter, you brought us so much joy.
Your ability to connect with everyone, your love for life and people around you 
was immense.
You have left  behind a legacy with memories that we will cherish everyday. You 
truly were an inspiration to all.

May Your Soul Rest In Eternal Peace.
Om shanti!            Om shanti!            Om shanti!

Motichand Bharmal Shah and Family
With love from your children, grandchildren and great grandchildren

 Kishor & Saroj Chandrika & Suresh
 Mahendra & Rashmi Anila & Dipak
 Ashwin & Rashila
Grandchildren:  Seena, Nishi & Vishal, Rupali & Paras, Roshni & Collin,

Sonal, Sapna, Rakhi and Meera
Great Grandchildren: Aryan and Diya
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